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Abstract

Abstract in English

Throughout this thesis, two different biological problems have been studied, chapters

2, 3 and 4 are dedicated to the analysis of the cotranslational folding of the ion

channels KV 7.2 and SK2, whereas chapter 5 is a study of the allosteric communication

within these ion channels and the effect of some channel activators on these allosteric

signaling.

The introduction to cotranslational folding starts with the analysis of the W344R

mutation of the KV 7.2 channel, for which recent experimental assays suggest that

this mutation has an effect on the cotranslational folding of the channel [1]. A com-

putational analysis of this variant of the channel reveals two different conformations

for the mutated arginine that could explain the different behaviors of the variant ob-

served computationally. However, recent experimental evidence suggests that calmod-

ulin (CaM) plays a fundamental role in the cotranslational folding. Therefore, chapter

3 focuses on the study of how some CaM targets exhibit some helical content when

immersed in water, where this alpha-helical content could subsequently be recognized

by CaM; the KV 7.2 and SK2 channels are included among those targets analyzed. The

induction of additional alpha-helical structure on the SK2 channel in the presence of

CaM is also described. In chapter 4, we revisit the KV 7.2 channel to apply the method-

ology introduced in chapter 3 to the W344R mutation, and to study the secondary

structure formation of this variant both when immersed in water and cotranslationally.

Finally, in chapter 5, graph theory is applied to analyze molecular dynamics simu-

lations (MD) of the whole KV 7.2 and SK4 channels structures, in the presence and in

the absence of some channel activators, retigabine and ZTZ240 in the case of KV 7.2

and riluzole in the case of SK4, with the aim of determining how these drugs affect

the allosterical signaling with the pore. Additionally, a thorough description of the

xi



riluzole’s binding pocket is presented, since no experimental structure was available

and the pocket had to be modeled.
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Abstract

Resumen en Castellano

A lo largo de esta tesis se han estudiado dos problemas biológicos diferentes, los

caṕıtulos 2, 3 y 4 se han dedicado al plegamiento cotraduccional de los canales KV 7.2 y

SK2, mientras que el caṕıtulo 5 se centra en describir las señales alostéricas que tienen

lugar en ambos canales y en particular cómo se pueden ver afectadas por algunos

activadores de estos canales.

El estudio del plegamiento cotraduccional se vió motivado por una mutación en

particular del canal KV 7.2, la W344R, para la que estudios recientes experimentales

sugieren que tiene un efecto en el plegamiento cotraduccional, pero que parece no

afectar al canal en experimentos in vitro. Gracias al análisis computacional medi-

ante dinámica molecular realizado en el caṕıtulo 2, se encontraron dos conformaciones

diferentes para la arginina mutante, las cuales podŕıan explicar los diferentes com-

portamientos observados experimentalmente. Sin embargo, recientes experimentos

sugieren que la calmodulina (CaM) juega un papel fundamental en el plegamiento co-

traduccional. Por tanto, en el caṕıtulo 3 se estudia mediante Hamiltonian replica ex-

change como algunas de las dianas de la calmodulina, los canales iónicos SK2 y KV 7.2

entre otras, muestran contenido helicoidal cuando están inmersas en agua, donde esta

estructura secundaria podŕıa ser posteriormente reconocida por la CaM. También se

describe como la calmodulina induce la formación de alfa-hélice en el canal SK2. En

el caṕıtulo 4 se vuelve al canal KV 7.2 para aplicar esta metodoloǵıa al estudio de la

mutación W344R con el fin de ver su efecto en la estructura secundaria inmersa en

agua y de forma cotraduccional.

Finalmente, en el caṕıtulo 5, se aplica la teoŕıa de grafos a simulaciones de dinámica

molecular (MD) de los canales completos KV 7.2 y SK4 en presencia y ausencia de

varios activadores, retigabina y ZTZ240 en el caso de KV 7.2 y riluzole en el caso de

SK4, con el fin de ver cómo estos fármacos afectan a la señalización alostérica con el

poro. También se lleva a cabo unadescripción más exhaustiva del sitio de unión del

riluzole dado que se tuvo que modelizar al no haber una estructura resuelta con el

fármaco.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

This project was motivated by the study of the cotranslational effect of the W344R

mutation in the KV 7.2 channel (a detailed description of the channel and this muta-

tion is presented in chapter 2) by using in silico or computational approaches. Given

the solid state physics background of my tutors, we were not aware of the magnitude

and the complexity of the problem, but we have tried to make significant advances

in this matter together with side projects that came in. Before starting the scientific

introduction the structure of this thesis will be briefly summarized and some infor-

mation will be provided to help the reader to assimilate all the information presented

herein.

This thesis is structured in chapters; each of them refers to a different project

or group of results, aside of this one, which is a short general introduction spanning

molecular dynamics simulations (MD) and ion channels from a biological perspective.

Due to the large amount of simulations, supplementary information is given in a github

repository accessible through clickable links1, so it is recommendable that this thesis

is read in some device with internet connection. For the sake of reproducibility and in

case that someone might be interested, input files for each step of the workflow of all

simulations are provided in the online repository, we recommend the reader to look for

the files called Supp info.pdf as they contain the information about the arrangement

of the files of each simulation. Also, a guide of the supporting information is provided

as an appendix, in which all the files provided are listed for all different simulations

performed in this thesis.

1All links in the text will be colored in blue.

1

https://github.com/ORBallesteros/Thesis
https://github.com/ORBallesteros/Thesis


The main topic of this thesis is the cotranslational folding of ion channels, in

particular, KV 7.2 and SK2. In chapter 2, we will study the mutation W344R and we

will present the results that were published in [1]. Furthermore, we will provide other

calculations done afterwards that have not been published but we think that thay

might be illustrative and reinforce our hypothesis, this is that the mutated arginine

in the mutation W344R is able of alternate between two states whereas the native

tryptophan is not. This continuation of the results published in [1] even allowed us to

define some experiments to further test this hypothesis, but did not succeeded, making

us think that maybe this hypothesis was somehow oversimplifying the problem.

Other experimental results presented in [1] indicated that calmodulin (CaM) had

also a cotranslational effect. Therefore, in chapter 3, we wanted to include the CaM

into our hypothesis, even though the CaM recognition process is extremely complex.

However, in the case of SK2, a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structure was

published in which the binding domain of the channel exhibited a helical turn when

immersed in water [2], making the authors think that this helical turn would be subse-

quently recognized by CaM. We used this hypothesis as a framework for studying the

appearance of helical turns in water and the subsequent helix induction in the SK2

channel.

Afterwards, in chapter 4 we apply the same framework of chapter 3 to the W344R

mutation , and we evaluated the effects provoked by this mutation when the system

is immersed in water and in the ribosomal tunnel.

Finally, the last chapter is a side project motivated by a recent new technique to

analyze allosteric signaling within proteins, called network analysis, in which graph

theory is applied to compute the centrality of the different residues, providing with a

magnitude related to the importance of each amino acid in the protein for allosteric

signaling. In this chapter, full channel structures of KV 7.2 and SK4 were simulated,

both in the presence and the absence of some activators of the channels, namely

Retigabine and ZTZ240 for KV 7.2 and Riluzole for SK4. The aim of this simulations

was to analyze the signaling pathways of the channels leading to the opening of the

pore and to see how the drugs affect them. In the case of SK4, a thorough description

of the binding pocket of Riluzole is provided, since the full channel structure with

the drug is not experimentally resolved and we had to place the drug by means of

computational tools, and the analysis of the pocket revealed a possible mechanism for

the effect of the drug, that is also in agreement with some experimental results [3].

After this small review of the main topics, let us start this thesis with an introduc-

2



General introduction

tion of the in silico or computational simulations of biological systems, in particular

molecular dynamics (MD), followed by a small introduction to ion channels.

1.1 In silico calculations of biological systems

A simulation or an in silico calculation can be observed as a computer experiment,

consisting in the application of a theoretical model to a target system by an algorithm,

being the latter a set of static instructions. The action of the theory through the

algorithm to the target system will arise an outcome that should be analyzed similarly

to an experiment, which means that some validation will be required, as the theory that

we introduce in the simulations will always be built to be as accurate as possible but

very aware of our technical limitations, like for example the computational resources

available. In the case of biology, typically, simulations will complement the information

extracted from other experiments, and there it will display all its potential as they

have a very different approach to the events under study, based on the movements

and interactions of the atoms constituting the system, whereas experiments usually

are indirect, meaning that they collect evidences or side effects related to the events

of interest but sometimes missing the atomic mechanism.

Generalizing, two main different frameworks can be stablished for biological com-

puting simulations. When simulations are done together with experiments they can

be used to validate them by seeing part of the target biological process or by com-

puting the same quantities as in the experiments, elucidating the role of each part of

the system with atomic resolution, for example molecular dynamics simulations (MD)

were able to observe some mechanisms and intermediate states of ionic channels [4, 5]

. Conversely, if the simulations are done before experiments, they can be used as a

first filter to direct the experiments and discard those that are less likely to succeed,

one example is drug development, where docking simulations helped to identify new

chemotypes relevant to opioid analgesic discoveries [6] or massively tested small lig-

ands to an influenza receptor [7].

Frequently, the starting point of simulations is the structural information of the

systems of interest, but for the calculations done in this work, atomic precision is

needed and this is very challenging from an experimental perspective. Atomic struc-

tural determination of proteins was led by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), but

this approach is limited by the fact that the target molecule needs to be crystallized,

which can be troublesome [8], although the field is significantly growing [9]. In the

3



In silico calculations of biological systems

last few years, structural determination is experiencing a revolution by recent advances

in Cryo Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM) [10]. In a nutshell, one aqueous sample is

frozen extremely quickly and its molecules adopt a vitreous phase that does not disrupt

macromolecular structures, then, many images of the molecule are collected from dif-

ferent angles to reconstruct the three-dimensional structure of the molecule, with this

approach inconceivable large structures have been resolved to an outstanding resolu-

tion, like the ebola virus [11], eukaryotic ribosomes [12], or membrane proteins like ion

channels [13]. Cryo-EM has the disadvantage that only information of stable domains

can be obtained, since the molecule necessarily has to adopt the same conformation in

most of the collected images in order to obtain a clear image of its three-dimensional

shape, this makes theses structures to only contain static information, leaving the

door open to complementary calculations capable of observe the dynamical processes

experienced by the biological entities, as it is the case of molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations [14]. In this introduction, we will focus on MD simulations, since they

comprise most of the calculations done for this thesis.

The last ingredient that has helped simulations, and in particular MD, to experi-

ence a mayor gain in popularity and visibility is the increasing computational power

accessible to research groups. Putting aside the development of the so-called high-

performance computer facilities, which is outstanding, it is noteworthy the evolution

experienced by the two main MD software used in this thesis, NAMD [15] and GRO-

MACS [16]; both have made enormous efforts to optimize the resources of computers

by allowing parallelization and the use of graphic processing units (GPUs), so that the

load of the calculations is balanced. These advances have been taking place through-

out the time period of this thesis and have helped to democratized the technique as

interesting simulations can be made by almost any research group with a workstation,

in particular, our group has seen how our computational power has increased several

times.

1.1.1 Molecular dynamics

So, what is MD? In the following we will introduce the physics behind a molecular

dynamics simulation of a biological system, trying to understand in the process the

approximations used and the information that can be collected through a simulation.

Essentially, MD simulation computes the time evolution of a system; to achieve that

we compute Newton equation for each particle i :

4



General introduction

Fi = −∇V = mir̈i (1.1)

In practice, this equation cannot be integrated (solved) as the number of particles

in the system is usually enormous and computing the exact potential experienced by

the i-th particle is not trivial at all, we will discuss later the shape of this potential,

now we will focus on how to efficiently approximate the solutions of Eq. (1.1). For that

purpose we will assume that the potential only depends on the position of the particles

constituting our system, since no time dependent perturbations will be introduced. So,

for computing the time evolution of the system we can make use of a variant of the

most common integration algorithm, which is the velocity Verlet algorithm [17]. The

main idea is to make a Taylor expansion for the positions at time (t+∆t):

r(t+∆t) = r(t) + ṙ(t)∆t+ 1/2r̈(t)∆t2 +O∆t3 (1.2)

that provides us with the positions at the following time step r(t+∆t) with an error

proportional to ∆t3, as positions, velocities and accelerations at time t are known.

These new computed positions are used to define the potential at the following step,

V (r(t+∆t)), since we have assumed that the potential only depends on the positions

of the particles of the system, notice that the error in the potential results from the

propagation of the error of the positions; the acceleration will be, from the application

of Eq. (1.1):

a(t+∆t) = −1/m∇V (r(t+∆t)) +O∆t3 (1.3)

For clarity, before writing the final expression for the velocities, let’s see the Taylor

expansions of v(t+∆t) and a(t+∆t):

v(t+∆t) = v(t) + a(t)∆t+
1

2
ȧ∆t2 +O∆t3 (1.4)

a(t+∆t) = a(t) + ȧ∆t+O∆t2 (1.5)

Separating ȧ in Eq. (1.5) and inserting in into Eq. (1.4), we get the expression for the

velocities with an error of O∆t3:

v(t+∆t) = v(t) +
a(t) + a(t+∆t)

2
∆t+O∆t3 (1.6)

Where positions and velocities at step t are assumed to be known. At t = 0

starting velocities need to be assigned, usually from a Boltzmann distribution for a

5



In silico calculations of biological systems

desired temperature. In this derivation of the velocity-Verlet algorithm lies the essence

of a MD simulation: velocities and positions are known at time t, therefore the position

dependent potential is also known. With Eq. (1.2) the positions at the following time

step t + ∆t are computed, these new positions define the new potential of the next

time step, which is used to define the new accelerations with Eq. (1.3), and the new

velocities with Eq. (1.6). Finally, new velocities and accelerations are used to compute

the coordinates at t+ 2∆t again with Eq. (1.2). This is repeated until the simulation

is completed at time t+N∆t, providing us with a trajectory of the system with a time

resolution of ∆t. Notice that this simple and fast algorithm has an error associated

with the truncation of the Taylor expansion that goes with ∆t3, where the time step

is usually small.

1.1.2 Dealing with the potential

In the previous section we have seen that we have a very powerful algorithm to in-

tegrate the equations of motion and generate a trajectory of the system, one crucial

question that we left open is how to compute the potential of our system. First of all,

we have to determine the resolution of the model, which will establish the accuracy of

the outcome of the simulation. For example, if we are modeling a chemical reaction

where we want to reproduce the transfer of one electron between two molecules, we

will need a quantum model to consider electrons, one of the most popular for that

matter is density functional theory [18], but the complexity of the calculations and

the addition of the active electrons to the total number of interacting particles sub-

stantially increases the computational cost for computing the potential of the system.

In fact, in this thesis we will be dealing with biological systems immersed in water,

with numbers of atoms ranging from the thousands to the hundred thousands, making

this approach impractical. Furthermore, to assure numerical stability, the time step

for the time evolution has to be 1-2 femtoseconds, in order to be 5-10 times smaller

than the vibration frequency of the C-H bond, the highest one that can be found in

a biological system that explicitly includes all the atoms of the systems (all-atom MD).

Therefore, we have to develop an efficient way to compute potentials that fits our

interests and lies in the sweet spot between accuracy and computational cost, this is

usually accomplished by increasing the specificity of the model. As mentioned before,

we will work with biological systems and we will exploit their characteristics. One

key feature is that the processes do not include chemical reactions or the breaking
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of covalent bonds, therefore a quantum level description of the systems will not be

needed as electrons will not play any explicit role. Besides, the systems that we will

consider in this thesis (i.e. proteins and cell membranes), are made out of a rather

small number of building blocks, in the case of proteins these will be the 20 essential

amino acids and for membranes we will use just one lipid, this means that there is a

large (but finite!) number of different interactions that can take place in our system, so

one intelligent approach is to parametrize all of them and put all these parameters in a

list, also known as force field, leaving the prediction ability of the model to the quality

of this set of parameters, which are obtained from quantum mechanical simulations

and fitted to reproduce experimental properties of proteins or lipids. Some of the most

popular ones are AMBER [19], OPLS [20] or CHARMM [21], being the latter the one

used in all simulations of this thesis.

Force fields

Force fields are the mathematical tool used to compute the potential energy for bio-

logical systems, they consist of the combination of an additive energy function and a

set of parameters. Most force fields share a common energy function so that they are

referred to as Class I force fields [22]:

V (r1...rn) = VB(r1...rn) + VNB(r1...rn) (1.7)

Where the bonded term VB(r1...rn) is the sum of some simple geometrical terms:

∑

bonds

1

2
Kb(b− b0)

2 +
∑

angles

1

2
Kθ(θ − θ0)

2 +
∑

imp dih

1

2
Kψ(ψ − ψ0)

2 +
∑

dihedrals

1

2
Kφ(1 + cos(nφ− δ)) (1.8)

These terms are depicted in Fig. (1.1) and refer to the bond length b, angle θ, tor-

sion angle or improper dihedral φ, and out of plane distortion or dihedral ψ, finally

Kb, b0,Kθ, θ0,Kψ, ψ0,Kφ, n and δ are parameters stored in the force field. This set

of parameters takes into account the specificity of the interacting atoms, considering

not only the different nature of those, that is, if the particle is a carbon or an oxygen,

but also the environment surrounding them, for instance differentiating carbon atoms

belonging to the protein backbone from others in the side chains.

The non bonded term VNB(r1...rn) is the sum of a Lennard-Jones type poten-

tial that accounts for the Van der Waals interactions and a Coulomb term for the
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Figure 1.1: Different bonded terms appearing in force fields.

electrostatic ones:

VNB(r1...rn) =
∑

pairs(i,j)

[

εij

(

σ12
ij

r12i,j
−
σ6
ij

r6i,j

)

+
qiqj

4πεrij

]

(1.9)

where εij and σij are the well depth and the minimum energy distance of the

Lennard-Jones potential, respectively, qi and qj are the charges of the atoms of the

pair and ε the dielectric constant. Usually, force fields store εi and σi for each atom

type, and for each interacting pair of atoms i and j, εij and σij are obtained by applying

the so-called Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules, σij = 1/2(σi + σj) and εij =
√
εiεj .

Assuming that the shape of the energy terms in Eqs. (1.8 and 1.9) and all possi-

ble parameters are stored in the force field, it is left for the software to know which

atoms are interacting and the subsequent parameters needed in each time step. For

that matter, MD software follows two different approaches for the bonded and non-

bonded interactions. For the bonded terms, the bonded interactions that will take

place throughout the simulation have to be provided to the software before the simu-
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lation starts and are usually referred to as the topology of the system. Since we are

not allowing bonds to break, the terms referring to angles, torsions, etc. will hold

throughout the simulation, even though their value will depend on the positions of the

particles and will be different at each time step, this is justified as we know that pro-

teins or lipids form covalent bonds that are energetically very costly to break. Hence,

it is mandatory to generate the topology of the system with the information of the

number of bonded terms and the atom types forming these terms, determining the

number of terms appearing in the sums of Eq. (1.8 and the parameters needed for

each one, so that the software only has to introduce the value of the positions at each

time in Eq. (1.8) to compute the bonded terms of the potential.

For the nonbonded interactions, in principle, all atoms interact with each other,

making the number of interactions scale as N(N − 1), being N the total number of

atoms (and usually a big number). To speed up the calculations, nonbonded interac-

tions are further differentiated into short-ranged and long-ranged by a cutoff. For each

atom, to establish the atoms that are within the cutoff for and to avoid computing the

distance to the rest at each time step, atoms separated by a distance slightly larger

than the cutoff will be stored in a list that is updated with a frequency of 10-20 steps,

so only distance differences of the atoms in this list are needed for subsequent compu-

tation of the interaction potential with Eq. (1.9). For the long-range interactions, the

potential is computed by means of the particle mesh Ewald summation, which scales

as Nlog(N) since its foundation lies in performing a Fourier transform to compute the

potential through the Poisson equation in the reciprocal space of the positions.

Summarizing, we can sketch how a molecular dynamics software works: coordinates

and atom type of each particle are introduced in the force field to define the potential;

this potential is used to compute the coordinates and velocities of the system at the

following time step in a Verlet like algorithm that moves the particles defining the

new positions and therefore the new potential, repeating it for all the MD simulation

steps.

This introduction to molecular dynamics is a simplified version of what actually

happens inside a simulation; many subtleties followed by different softwares to reduce

the computational cost and more information on the possible options allowed by MD

software can be found, for example, in the GROMACS manual [23] or the NAMD’s

user guide [24].
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1.1.3 Connection with statistical mechanics

Now that we have the time evolution of a system and the MD simulation is completed,

the next step is to post process the simulation and extract information out of it, which

is more difficult than expected, as in most cases it is not possible to derive conclusions

just from the visualization of the obtained trajectories. On the one hand, MD can

be logistically cumbersome as a trajectory generates a lot of data, namely positions

and velocities for all particles, and this information has to be properly managed to

derive other properties of the system. On the other hand, a theoretical background in

statistical physics is required, as it is the mathematical tool needed to extract mean

values of the target quantities out of the time evolution of the system. The equations

of the velocity Verlet algorithm have an associated error proportional to ∆t3, which

means that as the simulation goes on the error on the magnitudes computed also grow,

making the outcome of the simulations not deterministic (or chaotic). We will intro-

duce now some basic concepts of statistical mechanics that will help us understand the

mathematics behind the calculation of any property and the inherent approximations

lying underneath.

For each system, a phase space, Γ, can be defined, and it is formed by all plausible

combinations of positions qi and momenta pi that a system of N particles can have:

Γ ≡ {qi, pi} i = 1...3N (1.10)

A state is defined as a point of Γ, this states allocate one value for each coordinate and

momenta, and the ensemble of all these states constitutes indeed the phase space. We

assume that Γ will be static in time, this is that no external forces or time-dependent

perturbations will be introduced. Each state will have an associated probability of

materializing defined by the probability density function ρ(q, p) in the phase space:

ρ({qi}, {pi} ) ≡ ρ(q, p) (1.11)

so that:

ρ({qi}, {pi})dq1...dq3Ndp1...dp3N ≡ ρ(q, p)dqdp (1.12)

is the probability that the system lies in an infinitesimal volume of phase space. In

biology, a space smaller than Γ is usually defined as there are some states that will not

be physically accessible and we usually do not include them in our simulations. An

example of those states can be the ones that have covalent bond breaks, mathemati-
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cally we can say that we set the probability of these states to zero; this new smaller

space is usually called configurational space.

The combination of all points in the phase space plus the probability density func-

tion contains all the information of the system and it is called ensemble. If our system

is at thermal equilibrium, that is, it has a constant number of particles, volume and

temperature (N,V,T), it is said to be in the canonical ensemble and its probability

density function is defined as ρ = e−H({qi},{pi})/kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann con-

stant and T the temperature and H({qi}, {pi}) ≡ H(q, p) is the Hamiltonian of the

system H(q, p) = K(q, p) + V (q, p), which is the sum of the kinetic term K(q, p) and

V (q, p). With these definitions we can write the first postulate of statistical physics,

the mean value of any magnitude that depends on the coordinates and momenta is

defined as:

〈A〉 = 1

Z

∫

ρ(q, p)A(q, p) dq dp (1.13)

Where we have normalized the value by dividing it by the partition function (Z),

which is the integral of the probability density throughout all phase space. The idea

behind Eq. (1.13) is that in order to know the mean value of a quantity, we need

to compute it at each point of the phase space and weight it with the probability

associated to the appearance of that state, as it must be considered that there are

high energy states that will not contribute to the average. This integral is in general

not feasible, since the number of elements in the ensemble is supposed to be big and

the number of integration variables explodes with the number of particles. However,

MD simulations follow another approach to evaluate the mean values, this is, if we let

the system evolve a sufficiently large time it will be able to explore all the phase space

yielding the time average:

Ā = lim
t→∞

1

t

∫ t

0

A(q(t), p(t)) dt (1.14)

Furthermore, under these circumstances the probability of a state P (q, p) will be the

fraction of time that the system spends in that state, meaning that we can even

substitute the partition function by this probability obtained from the simulations,

yielding the free energy F :

ρ(q, p)dpdq = P (q, p)dpdq ⇒ F = −kBT ln(P ) (1.15)
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And projecting the free energies on some coordinates can lead to free energy profiles

that can describe the energetic barriers separating some events of interest. Finally, a

system is said to be ergodic if it satisfies that the time average is equal to the mean

value:

〈A〉 = Ā (1.16)

As we are not able to compute ensemble averages using Eq. (1.13), in MD simulations

we have to assume that the system is ergodic and the time average will arise reliable

results. This hypothesis lies under all molecular dynamics simulations and it is very

tricky to deal with because it is not possible to know beforehand if this assumption

is acceptable. This is the reason why molecular dynamics software’s manuals will

not specify how long you have to run your simulation in order to estimate physical

quantities, it will depend on the size of the portion of interest of the configurational

space and the time scale needed by the system to explore it. So what can we do to

validate the simulations? In general, there are a few rules that molecular dynamics

works follow, like doing different replicas of the same simulation, or checking if the

computed magnitude is robust over the simulation time, but what usually works best

is having some experimental data that somehow validate your results.

To conclude this part of the introduction, we will define a couple of magnitudes that

will be computed repeatedly in almost all simulations of this thesis, as they serve as

indicators of what is actually happening in a simulation without the need of carefully

visualizing all frames, which can be really cumbersome in some situations. They will

also serve as examples of the previously commented statistical quantities.

1.1.4 Root Mean Square Deviation

The first indicator is called Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), and consists in

computing the average deviation of the coordinates of a set of atoms ri(t) at each time

t with respect to a reference structure rref :

RMSD(t) =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N
∑

i

(ri(t)− rref )2 (1.17)

So that the average deviation of the structure throughout the simulation time can

be plotted, usually, solid rigid rotations and translations are subtracted so that if our

RMSD has steep increases or major changes through time will mean that our system
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is changing and something is happening, however a plateau in general will mean that

the simulation is stable through time as no conformational changes are taking place.

1.1.5 Root Mean Square Fluctuation

The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) is the time average of the RMSD, so it

yields a number per set of atoms, instead of a time series. Equivalently, it is the

standard deviation of the position of a set of atoms. In this thesis, this magnitude

is usually presented as a plot of its value for each amino acid of the sequence, so it

can be observed that amino acids belonging to α-helices have less mobility than those

belonging to non structured domains. Notice that again solid state movements are

also subtracted from the RMSF.

1.2 Potassium channels

1.2.1 Biological introduction

This work will focus on potassium channels belonging to the families KCNN and

KCNQ, so in the following they will be briefly introduced from a biological perspec-

tive, to characterize them, or at least to have a perspective of the biology involved.

We will try to answer the following questions: how are they synthesized?, where are

they located? and what is their function? But before we do that we will make a brief

introduction to proteins.

Proteins are polypeptide chains; this means that they are formed by several amino

acids joined by peptide bonds. These are formed when the carboxyl group of one

amino acid covalently bonds to the amino group of the following amino acid, losing

in the process a water molecule. The chain is elongated repeating this process until

the whole protein is formed. As a consequence, the first amino acid keeps its amino

group intact and the last one its carboxyl group. Therefore the chain is said to extend

from its amino terminus (N terminus) to its carboxyl terminus (C terminus). This

polypeptide chain is usually refered to as the sum of the backbone and the side chains,

being the backbone the succession of the NH − CαH − C ′ = O, where the NH is

the remain of the amino group and H − C ′ = O of the acid one after the peptide

bond formation, and the Cα is the alpha carbon of the amino acid. To this carbon

the amino acid side chains are attached. The 20 amino acids that appear in proteins

(also known as canonical) are distinguished by its side chain.
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The structure of proteins can be very intricate and it is usually separated in four

terms. The primary structure takes into account the sequence of the protein, the

secondary structure considers the local geometric arrangement of the protein, which

can be ordered (alpha helices or beta sheets) or disordered (loops, turns or bend),

both alpha helices and beta sheets are stabilized by hydrogen bonds. The tertiary

structure refers to the assembly of several secondary structures to form domains, which

are regions that are able to perform chemical or physical tasks. Finally, quaternary

structure considers the assembly of different tertiary domains [25].

Synthesis and folding

Protein synthesis is a core process in each living cell as it consists in the creation

of proteins, the biological entities that perform all the tasks needed for the proper

functioning of the cells. The whole synthesis process is very intricate and here we will

only introduce the basics to follow the results obtained in this thesis. The informa-

tion required for the synthesis lies in the genes and it is stored in a polymer called

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). All information is stored in a four-letter code, made by

four nucleotides abbreviated by A, T, C and G. To carry the information stored in the

DNA to the ribosomes, the macromolecular machines that perform the synthesis, a

process called transcription is followed, it consists in replicating the information stored

in the double-stranded DNA to a single-stranded ribonucleic acid (RNA), which trav-

els through the cell until it is eventually found by the ribosome. Inside the ribosome

the next step of protein synthesis, called translation takes place. It is the process by

which the ribosome reads the information carried by the RNA to assemble a sequence

of amino acids that will become a protein [26]. While translation takes place, the re-

sulting nascent peptide chain exits through the ribosomal exit tunnel into the cytosol

within the cell. The addition of amino acids to the nascent chain is a slow process

considering that it lies in the nanoscale; the synthesis rate is around 6 amino acids per

second in eukaryotic cells and around 20 in E.coli bacteria [27].

The last step of the synthesis is the folding of the nascent chain into the wild type

structure, this process starts in the ribosomal exit tunnel and takes place vectorially

from the N to the C terminus, it has been shown that the appearance of small α-

helices inside the last part of the tunnel, also known as vestibule, is allowed, while the

formation of tertiary structures is prevented; these peculiarities of the ribosome in the

first steps of the folding process of a protein might be of critical importance [28].
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Ion channels are membrane proteins

All living cells are enveloped by a membrane, whose main purpose is to prevent diffu-

sion between the exterior environment and the cytoplasm, as both environments have

an aqueous nature, this is achieved by constituting a hydrophobic area, usually by the

assembly of many lipids into a bilayer. Lipidic architecture can be diverse, but in the

case of the membranes that we will simulate in this thesis, it will consist in a polar

phosphate group from which two hydrophobic chains come out, so that the hydrophilic

heads face the water and the chains of the two layers constitute the hydrophobic sur-

face. Membrane proteins can be classified in two main groups: integral and peripheral;

integral proteins have one or more segments embedded in the membrane, a subset of

these are the so called transmembrane proteins, which have domains that span the

membrane and have amino acids both in the extracellular and intracellular aqueous

regions, as it is the case of ion channels [26]. On the other hand, peripheral proteins

are bound to the membrane indirectly by integral proteins or directly by interactions

with the polar heads of the phospolipids. As a proof of the importance of membrane

proteins in cells, it has been stated that they comprise nearly 30% of all proteins in

eukaryotic cells [9].

Therefore, following their synthesis, ion channels have to travel to the membrane

where they have to be located in a very particular conformation so that it forms a

pore. The channels studied in this thesis belong to the KCNQ and KCNN families,

which form the pore as a result of the tetramerization of four identical subunits, so

before even addressing the functioning of ion channels, the complexity of the process

by which they are synthesized and inserted into the membrane is outstanding.

Function of ionic channels

The cytosol or intracellular fluid is composed by a large variety of macromolecules and

smaller organic molecules, together with potassium ions and aminoacids, and also, to

a lesser extent, by sodium and chloride ions solvated in water. On the other hand, the

extracellular medium has a high concentration of sodium and chloride ions [26].

The difference in ion concentration has, as a result, the appearance of a difference

in electrical potential between the two regions. Almost all cell membranes have an

electrical potential across them, being the inside usually more negative than the out-

side. This potential usually has two basic functions, the first one is to provide power

to the cell allowing it to behave as a battery, the second one is to allow some cells,

like neurons or muscle cells, to transmit signals [26].
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When a cell is driven out of its relaxed state, it has two mechanisms to restore its

resting potential, ion channels and ion pumps, the main difference between them is

that, in general, ion pumps use energy of the cell whereas ion channels allow diffusion

in favor of the ion concentration gradients. In general, ion pores are opened or closed in

response to some event, this is referred to as gating. Both KCNQ and KCNN channels

are sensitive to the intracellular concentration of Ca2+ ions, which are recognized by

calmodulin (CaM), a protein known to modulate calcium in several signaling events

and that is bound to the channels [26]. When opened, these channels will allow the

passage of potassium ions. However, these ions are hydrated when they approach the

pore, so that the channels have to dehydrate them, with this purpose, channels have

amino acids next to the pore with a carboxyl group facing to the entering ions, which

are capable of displace the water molecules bound to the ions. This mechanism has

found to be very selective to potassium ions [29].

Regarding the purpose of KCNN and KCNQ channels in cells, they play a role

in restoring the resting potential after a polarization event has been fired. Channels

of both families can be found in neurons and some KCNQ channels also in cardiac

tissues, therefore they have a relevant clinical significance as their malfunction can lead

to encephalopathies or arrythmias when the neurons or cardiac tissues need longer

times or even fail to reach their resting conditions, a more detailed description of the

structures of the channels under study will be provided later on [30].
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Chapter 2

Analysis of the W344R

mutation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter refers to a collaboration that led to this article [1], together with subse-

quent work done in the same research line both to better understand the published

calculations and to continue exploring the hypothesis that will be presented here. The

results of this chapter comprise molecular dynamics simulations (MD), which have

been introduced in the previous chapter, and some calculations using a bioinformatics

software called rossetta (https://www.rosettacommons.org/). To begin with, we

will give a biological introduction to the questions addressed in this work and also a

small introduction of this software. Afterwards we will show and analyze the results

obtained.

2.1.1 Biological introduction

The potassium channel studied in this work is the KV 7.2, encoded by the KCNQ2

gene. It is mainly expressed in the nervous system and it is responsible for the so-

called M-current, which is critical for restoring the neuronal resting potential. It reacts

to voltage changes in the cytosol by means of Ca2+ concentration, which is regulated

by the CALcium MODULating proteIN or calmodulin (CaM) [30], a small protein

consisting of two globular domains (N- and C- lobe) that are able to carry up to two

calcium ions each. Variants of this gene that suppress its function are related to several
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medical conditions, such as epileptic encephalopathy [31] or benign familial neonatal

epilepsy [32].

The channel KV 7.2 is a tetramer, which means that it is the result of the assembly

of four identical subunits Fig. (2.1 A, B). Each subunit consists of a transmembrane

domain, spanning helices S1 to S6 and an intracellular C-terminal domain (CTD),

formed by helices hA, hB, hC and hD Fig. (2.1 D, hD is not showed). Inside the

transmembrane domain there are two distinguished regions according to their func-

tions; helices S1 to S4 comprise the so-called voltage sensor domain (VSD) Fig. (2.1

C, orange area), as there are four arginine residues 1 in helix S4 that are capable of

sensing voltage differences. When triggered, the VSD will induce a structural change

that will result in the opening of the pore. On the other hand, helices S5 and S6

constitute the pore domain Fig. (2.1 C, dark blue area), which contains a GYG sig-

nature (glycine-tyrosine-glycine) that makes the channel very selective to potassium

ions. In the intracellular CTD, the calcium responsive domain (CRD) stands out; it

is an antiparallel hairpin formed by helices hA and hB Fig. (2.1 C, grey area), which

are recognized by CaM Fig. (2.1 C, red area) providing calcium sensitivity to the

channel, it is also known as the calmodulin binding domain (CaMBD). Finally both

helices hC and hD allow tetramerization. Helix hD and a large intrinsic disordered

domain located between helices hA and hB do not appear in the Cryo-EM structure,

due to their mobility, so they are not showed in Fig. (2.1).

This chapter is dedicated mainly to the study of the W344R mutation of the KV 7.2

channel, let us review now the features that make this particular variant interesting.

To begin with, it has been found in patients with hereditary epilepsy [35, 36] providing

clinical significance to this variant. Also, its location lies in the hA helix of the CRD,

and more precisely, in the so-called IQ calmodulin binding motif, a sequence of amino

acids that appears often in CaM targets [37]. The sequence of this motif is IQxxΘR,

where x varies from one target to another and Θ is a bulky hydrophobic residue. As

a matter of fact, W344 would be the one named Θ previously, making this location

tightly related to CaM binding and consequently to the function of the channel. One

of the most shocking results regarding the W344R variant was that it abolished the

function of the channel without affecting the binding to CaM in the process [35]. This

was remarkable as other mutations in the hA helix showed a nice correlation between

1Arginines are amino acids which have a long hydrophobic side chain with an extra positive charge
in its end.
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Figure 2.1: Details on the structure of the channel KV 7.2. A and B, top and side view of
the channel respectively, where each monomer is colored differently. C, detail of one monomer
where the voltage sensor domain or helices S1 to S4 (VSD) are colored in orange, the pore
domain or helices S5 - pore helix - S6 are in dark blue. The calcium responsive domain
(CRD) or helices hA - hTW - hB are in grey and calmodulin is in red. The S4-S5 linker
and helix hC are left in cyan. D, cartoon representation of the structure of the channel, for
clarity only the main helices are depicted; smaller ones like the linker S4-S5, the pore helix
(between S5 and S6) and hTW (between hA and hB) are not illustrated. Figure made with
VMD software [33], from the experimental structure PDB ID: 7CR3 [34].
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channel function and CaM binding [38]. While the behavior of most variants suggested

that the function of hA would be to serve as anchor allowing the binding to CaM, the

discrepancy in the W344R mutation raised suspicions regarding the purpose of hA in

the channel. Could it be that part of its functioning was missing?. In other words,

what could be so deleterious to the channel function happening in hA that did not

involve calmodulin? This question was the biological starting point of this work. All

in silico calculations that will be presented in this chapter were made with the pur-

pose of providing insight into the effects of the W344R mutation at the atomic level.

Indeed, we were able to formulate a hypothesis that could explain the experimental

results obtained, but before that let us review the key experimental evidences that

were presented together with the computational results so that the reader can have a

global perspective on this work, more details on the experiments can be found in [1].

Channel function upon W344R mutation was evaluated and the channel was found

to be non functional, which was in agreement with previous results [35]. This was

carried out by electrophysiology experiments, in short, bacterial cells are genetically

modified to express the channel with the W344R mutation, afterwards the resulting

membrane crowded with the channels is modeled as a capacitor so that membrane

potential and current densities of membranes can be measured.

Furthermore, the CRD experienced a major CaM binding reduction upon the

W344R mutation. This was showed by means of in cellulo Förster resonance en-

ergy transfer (FRET) experiments, the main idea is that cells are genetically modified

to express the channel with two fluorophores linked to them, one of them will be the

donor as it emits an electromagnetic radiation (blue light) and the other is the accep-

tor, since it also emits electromagnetic radiation (yellow light) but only if it receives

the radiation transmitted by the donor, so the measurement of acceptor light is a

sensor that indicates that the two fluorophores are close in space. The fluorophores

used are big barrel-like structures (PDB IDs: 5OX8 - blue light [39], 3ED8 - yellow

light [40]), so in order to avoid folding distortions they have to be attached at the

N-terminal or C-terminal of the constructs. If we carefully design our system so that

the acceptor is attached to CaM and the donor to a construct of helices hA and hB,

the signals obtained will be related to CaM binding as the acceptor will only emit

light if the donor is sufficiently close, considering that the CaM-hAB WT construct is

stable in aqueous solution2 (PDB ID: 6FEG [41]). The output of these experiments

2It was also checked that the emitted light came from CaM-CRD-like structures and it was not
spurious signal from protein aggregation.
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was a FRET reduction when introducing the mutation.

Therefore, it was found that the W344R mutation makes the channel nonfunctional

and disrupts its binding to CaM. However, previously published in vitro experiments

showed that this mutation does not disturb the CaM-CRD binding [35]. In fact, these

experiments were repeated with the same outcome [1]. As the functional character-

ization is done in cellulo, we have experimental evidence that the mutation disrupts

CaM binding (and subsequent channel function) in vivo but not in vitro.

One important difference between these kinds of experiments is how the folding oc-

curs, in in cellulo or in vivo experiments, the whole channel or the designed construct

is synthesized by cells, therefore the folding takes place vectorially and it has the phys-

ical restraint of the ribosomal tunnel. In in vitro experiments however, the construct

is expressed in bacteria, but to recover it these cells need to be eliminated and the

construct has to be solubilized in urea, a chaotropic agent. When urea is replaced

by water the folding and CaM recognition is done at once without the constraints

imposed by the ribosome. The results suggest that the folding pathways followed by

the channel in the two experiments are different, but to test that hypothesis we have

to be sure that the ribosome has an effect on the folding, which would happen if the

folding starts during translation, this is, in the ribosomal vestibule.

To directly assess the effect of the mutation in the channel’s cotranslational folding,

FRET experiments combined with the SecM arresting peptide were carried out. SecM

is a peptide sequence that is known to interact with the ribosome, detaining the

protein synthesis unless some external force acts on it, pulling it out and allowing

the restoration of the synthesis [42, 43], this force can be caused by cotranslational

protein folding [42]. Therefore, the SecM peptide can act as a force sensor since

the protein synthesis is only restored when an external force acts on it, presumably

exerted by the folding of the nascent chain and steric clashes with the ribosome. A

FRET experiment was designed with a construct of the CRD that is known to fold

[1]. The sequence used was [FRET donor-hA-hTW-hB-linker-SecM-FRET acceptor],

the linker length between the CRD and the SecM that will work best is not known

beforehand so different lengths have to be tested. It is believed that the CRD will

start to fold in the vestibule of the ribosomal tunnel, which is around 100 Å away

from the peptidyl transferase center. If the linker is too short the CRD will not be

able to reach the vestibule and cotranslational folding can not take place. Conversely,

if the peptide is too long the CRD will be completely outside the ribosome and the

force felt by the arresting peptide will be lower, then, there is a sweet spot in which
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the experienced force is maximal. The linker length used varied from 18 amino acids

to 50, for each linker length the fraction of folded proteins was measured by collecting

the FRET signal, finding that 22 amino acids was the most efficient one. The results

showed that the WT construct in presence of CaM presented a high FRET signal,

conversely, mutant constructs or constructs in absence of CaM did no. Suggesting

that cotranslational folding takes place, but the W344R mutation avoids it. Another

interesting conclusion that can be extracted from these results is that CaM is needed

for the formation of the hA-hB hairpin of the CRD, since the absence of CaM for the

native sequence the FRET signal was not observed either.

Summing up, the experiments carried out indicated that the effect of the W344R

mutation was to disturb the cotranslational folding preventing CaM binding and lead-

ing to a nonfunctional channel, while presenting a wild type (WT) like behavior in

in vitro experiments. These evidences disagree with the usual conception of protein

folding in which the potential energy landscape of a protein is a funnel-like structure

with the folded (native) state at its bottom [44], since it looks like something hap-

pens (presumably) cotranslationally that impedes the variant to acquire its lower state

conformation, leaving the mutated channel in a non productive conformation that is

ultimately related to pathologies.

2.1.2 Rosetta software

In parallel to the previously introduced experiments, computational effort was made

to try to rationalize the results from an atomic perspective. Some of the results were

obtained with the Rosetta software, a suite for macromolecular modeling and pro-

tein structure analysis. The scope of the software is wide, evidenced by the variety

of applications of the suite, ranging from the prediction of protein structures with

the robetta server (http://new.robetta.org/) [45] to the modeling of several sys-

tems, like protein-protein [46, 47], nucleic acid-protein [48], antibodies-immune system

proteins[49], membrane proteins [50] or designing new proteins [51], among other ap-

plications.

The approach followed by this software differs from the molecular dynamics one,

ruled by computing the time evolution of the system; instead, it focuses the effort

on evaluating the ensemble average Eq. (1.13), as stated before, this integral is not

feasible, what is done in practice is to sample the conformational space by a prede-

fined rosetta protocol to evaluate the physical plausibility of the sampled structures.
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Generally, a typical rosetta protocol can be summarized as follows [52]: the input is a

biomolecule in a specific conformation (or pose), that will be transformed by the appli-

cation of a mover, yielding an output structure, movers can be deterministic or based

on stochastic Monte Carlo methods and usually ruled by the Metropolis criterion.

The Metropolis criterion is an algorithm that computes the acceptance probability

P of the new structure by energetical comparison of both the new and the original

structures. If the energy of the new one is lower it automatically accepts it and assigns

a probability otherwise [53]:

P =







1, if Enew < Eorig.

e−(Enew−Eorig)/kBT , otherwise.
(2.1)

The variety of movers or alterations that can be applied and the devoted effort made

to improving the accuracy of the score functions used to estimate the energies of con-

formations [54] makes the software one of the most used in bioinformatics calculations.

In this chapter of the thesis we used the so-called FlexddG package [55], with the

aim of computing the CaM binding affinities of some metated channel variants. In

this case the protocol used by rosetta to sample the conformational space is complex

(Fig 2.2), it starts by minimizing the input structure (step 1). Then, it performs the

backrub protocol (step 2), which consists in introducing displacements randomly in the

backbone angles in a shell of 8 Å around the mutation site. These displacements are

accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis criterion with an acceptance probability

of e−(Enew−Eorig)/1.2kBT instead of the one in Eq. (2.1), for improve the sampling.

This will generate a sampling ensemble of 50,000 backrub moves. Afterwards, the pro-

tocol follows different paths for the mutant and the WT. For the WT, the side chains

of residues that were previously moved are optimized with the packing protocol, this

is done for each structure of the ensemble obtained with the backrub protocol (step

3, pack). For the mutant, the mutation is introduced before optimizing the structures

(step 3, mutate and pack). For each structure of both WT and mutant optimized en-

sembles, the free energy difference of the bound complex and the separated proteins,

∆G = Gcomplex−Gunbound is computed by means of the Rosetta energy function 2015

(REF2015) [56]. Finally the comparison of the free energy differences of wild type and

mutant yields the binding affinity ∆∆G = ∆GMutation −∆GWT (step 5), where the

final value of the binding affinity will be the average of all the 50,000 structures in the

ensemble. The whole protocol is repeated 50 times to improve the sampling.
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Figure 2.2: Flow chart with the protocol followed by the rosetta Flex ddG package.

In this protocol, the side chain optimization is performed with the packing protocol,

the idea here is that rosetta has a list of discrete possible side chain orientations for each

amino acid, known as rotamers, and the packing is the searching of the combination

of rotamers of the different amino acids in the sequence that gives the lowest-energy

solution, this sampling of rotamer combinations is also done stochastically. Summa-

rizing, the FlexddG protocol provides a sampling of optimized structures that have a

variety of small changes in the surrounding area of both backbone and side chains of

the mutated site, so that the mutated residue can fit in a plausible conformation for

the posterior score.

This protocol successfuly predicted most of the loss-of-function variants of the
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KCNQ1 channel [57] and partially correlated pathogenic mutations with a destabiliz-

ing value of ∆∆G for the KCNQ2 channel [58]. In both cases the structure of the

channels was modeled and previous versions of the score function were used.

After the rosetta FlexddG calculations have been introduced, let us make a few

comments on the meaning of the computed final magnitude, ∆∆G. A positive value of

∆∆G means that the mutant shows a weaker binding affinity than the wild type and

the mutation is considered destabilizing. Conversely when the ∆∆G yields a negative

value the mutation is considered stabilizing since its binding affinity is bigger than

the one of the wild type. This computed binding affinity has to be considered as a

qualitative estimation of the real one for a variety of reasons. The first one is that it

has been found that the error associated with this technique is around 0.5 kcal/mol

[59] Therefore if the absolute value of ∆∆G is below this quantity we will say that

the mutation is neutral. It is only after the score function of 2015 that rosetta results

are comparable to energy units of kcal/mol, since rosetta score functions are mixes of

physical and knowledge-based terms3 [56, 60]. The other source of error that must be

considered is that we are making a quite strong assumption when conducting these

calculations, it consists in assuming that the mutation will not affect the folding or

the posterior assembly of the system, in this case the calmodulin binding domain of

the channel and CaM, or posterior tetramerization or membrane trafficking, as we are

forcing the mutation to fit in an ensemble of wild type-like conformations, by allowing

only small changes in a nearby area. Even though mutations located in critical loca-

tions could affect one of the many steps needed for a protein to adopt its final wild

type like conformation. Nonetheless, these calculations provide interesting insight into

the mutation as they give an ensemble of possible mutant conformations that we know

that could appear at least in the in vitro experiments, in which CaM is known to rec-

ognize the W344R variant.

3These terms penalize situations that are statistically infrequent, for example certain torsion and
improper dihedrals [54].
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2.2 Results

In this section, we will present the results appearing in reference [1] together with

parallel work that keeps exploring the relevance and role of the position 344 in the

channel’s cotranslational folding. To begin with, in order to asses the stability of the

CaM-CRD complex using a computational approach we calculated ∆∆G using the

package Flex ddG of rosetta. The motivation for performing these calculations was

twofold; first of all, it would provide us with an estimation of the binding affinity of

the mutation of interest, but also with an ensemble of structures for both wild type

and mutant. The computed value of ∆∆G for the W344R mutation was 5.1 kcal/mol,

which is a typical value of a destabilizing mutation [55, 56], suggesting that the binding

to CaM should not take place. To evaluate the capability of rosetta to make sensible

predictions we evaluated other variants at position 344 whose impact on the channel

function had been previously evaluated, namely W344E, W344F, W344G and W344Q,

exhibiting a marked correlation between a high ∆∆G and the loss of channel function;

results are depicted in Fig (2.3, A). As stated before, previous in vitro experiments

showed that the W344R mutation is capable of binding to CaM with a slightly better

affinity than the WT [35], in contrast with the destabilizing output of rosetta’s ∆∆G,

this made us think that there is a stable bound conformation for the W344R variant

that the conformational sampling of the rosetta protocol was failing to reach or that

was being underestimated by the rosetta energy function. On its github page of mate-

rials and methods all python scripts needed for launching the calculations are provided

together with the input and outputs of rosetta [61], the ensemble of structures is not

provided due to storage limitations on github.
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Figure 2.3: A, relationship between current densities and the computed binding energies
of several variants of KV 7.2 channel, carrying the indicated mutations at position 344, from
[1]. B-C, overlaid visualization of the native (N, green) and tilted (T, red) configurations
that arose in the FlexddG calculation for WT (B) and W344R (C), with the nearby residues
of CaM and helix hA. In both panels, the angle used to differentiate the conformations is
plotted, the exact atoms are depicted in yellow and they are the Cα of Q341, Cα of residue
344 and Cδ2 in the case of W344 and Cε in the case of W344R. Rendered with the VMD
visualization software [33].

When visualizing the structures provided by rosetta, we saw that there were some

populations (1.6% for WT and 3.4% for W344R) in which the side chain of residue

344 became tilted (T) towards the rest of the hA helix, instead of targeting the CaM
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C lobe, as it appears in the native (N) WT structure Fig. (2.3, B and C). These two

conformations are distinguished by the angles depicted in Fig. (2.3, B and C). As the

binding affinity is the result of the average of the ensemble generated by rosetta, this

difference in the obtained conformational ensemble could be important.

To have a better understanding of the energetic interactions of the N and the T

conformations of W344R mutation with CaM, three systems were subjected to all-atom

MD simulations: the WT in native conformation (WT-N), the W344R variant in native

conformation (W344R-N) and the W344R variant in tilted conformation (W344R-T).

All three systems were built from the rosetta output and included only the helix hA of

the CRD and the C-lobe of CaM, the three are showed in Fig. (2.4, A-B). Afterwards,

the systems were solvated with TIP3P water [62] in a cubic box assuring that the

protein was at least 1.2 nm away from the sides, also salts concentrations of 120 mM

of KCl and 5 mM of NaCl were added to mimic neuron physiology. All simulations were

carried out with the NAMD 2.13 software [15] and the CHARMM36 force field [21].

The workflow followed for the three constructs consisted of 5000 steepest descent steps

followed by two thermalization steps, firstly 0.5 ns in the NVT ensemble at 298 K were

simulated, and secondly another 0.5 ns in NPT ensemble. In both cases temperature

and pressure were kept constant using Langevin dynamics [63, 64]. Finally, 100 ns

were collected again in the NPT ensemble. The length of the simulations is considered

to be enough since we do not want to observe any conformational change, only a nice

statistic of the interactions occurring at position 344 is sought.

Further information about these simulations can be found in its section of the

github page of materials and methods [65], in particular all input files with binary files

with final snapshots of the systems at each step of the workflow. Also some magni-

tudes computed to control the simulation are provided. Firstly, to assure that there

were no major conformational changes the RMSD of all protein atoms4 and the RMSF

of each amino acid of the systems5 are provided, together with the angles formed by

the position 3446 as defined in Fig. (2.3, B and C) so that it is clear that the studied

conformations of position 344 are maintained throughout the simulation.

In Fig. (2.4, C), it is showed the mean interaction energy between some residues

of the simulated system with W344, W344R-N and W344R-T. The interactions with

4Follow the links for RMSD of WT, W344R-T, W344R-N runs.
5Follow the links for RMSF of WT, W344R-T, W344R-N runs.
6Follow the links for the angles of WT, W344R-T, W344R-N runs.
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Figure 2.4: A, Simulated system for WT helix hA (blue), bound to CaM C-lobe (orange),
where W344 exhibits a N conformation (green). Some important residues of the system
are emphasized. B, Overlaid representation of the simulated systems containing W344R-N
(green) and W344R-T (red) conformations in helix hA (blue) when bound to CaM (orange);
again, some important residues of CaM and hA are depicted. A and B panels were made with
VMD [33]. C, interaction energies of residue at position 344 for WT (blue line), W344R-N
(black line) and W344R-T (red line) conformations with the rest of the amino acids in the
sequence. For an easier visualization background has been colored in green for the residues
of hA, orange for those of CaM C-lobe and cyan for water. Residues 329 to 332 in hA and
81 to 99 in the CaM C-lobe were also simulated but are not included in the plot as they did
not interact with the position 344, lines link the mean energies obtained and errors are filled
areas with the standard deviation of the interaction energies throughout the simulation.

CaM residues showed started from Ile-100 since the previous ones did not interact with

position 344 in any of the three runs. Interaction energies were computed with the

NAMD energy plugin [24] based on the CHARMM36 force field [21]. From Fig. (2.4,
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C: blue line), we can describe the energetic fingerprint of W344; it is characterized by

some attractive interactions with the nearby residues belonging to hA, and with two

residues of CaM, namely Glu-120 and Met-124, that would serve as the anchor points

of W344 to CaM. Finally, the mean interaction with the solvent is attractive. How-

ever, the W344R-N configuration shows much more stronger interactions with Glu-120,

Glu-123 and specially with Glu-127, where the first two interactions have large stan-

dard deviations, indicating that these interactions are not maintained throughout the

whole simulation, in favor of Glu-127. Notice that glutamates and arginine are neg-

atively and positively charged residues, respectively, so their interaction compensates

the charges, presumably resulting in the strong interactions observed but also in in-

ducing a hydrophobic behavior in the arginine; once its extra charge is compensated

what is left is a long hydrophobic side chain that interacts less with water, as can be

seen in Fig. (2.4, C: black line), suggesting that the hydrophobic nature of the WT

W344 is conserved or even enhanced by the W344R mutation when being in a N-like

conformation, which would rationalize the in vitro binding experiments that stated

that the mutation showed even better CaM binding [35]. Remember that the 344

position is located at the hydrophobic residue Θ of the IQxxΘR calmodulin binding

motif so a hydrophobic nature is expected. Finally, the interactions of W344R-T with

CaM are drastically reduced when compared to W344R-N Fig. (2.4, B: red line); in

fact, the absence of these interactions leaves the extra positive charge of W344R-T

uncompensated making it very hydrophilic, as it has a very strong interaction with

water, in contrast to the smaller ones showed by W344R-N or wild type. We spec-

ulate that the hydrophilicity observed in the W344R-T conformation would prevent

the binding with CaM. It also stands out the interaction of W344R-T with GLN-341

(and is also a polar amino acid), which could be the one promoting the appearance of

the T configuration.

These descriptions of W344R-N and W344R-T can only be understood as a plau-

sible explanation of how the appearance of W344R-T would be deleterious to CaM

binding, as the previous comments rely on the estimation of the hydrophobicity of

the amino acids by only looking at their interaction with water. This approach is

naive as to properly assess hydrophobicity the entropy of the displaced water has to

be considered, which is not trivial at all and is beyond the scope of this work.

To elaborate a hypothesis on the differential effect observed on the mutation upon

CaM recognition, we computed which orientation is the most likely in absence of CaM,

since in the end this would be the one with more probability to be encountered by
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CaM during its recognition. To do so, three runs of 100 ns long of all-atom molecular

dynamics of the CRD (helices hA-TW-hB, Fig. 2.5, A) of both wild type and mutant

were performed. The system was built from the CRD of (PDB ID: 6FEG) structure

[41]. As before, it was placed in a cubic box ensuring that the minimun distance

between the protein and the box was half the cutoff (0.61 nm) so that short range

interactions between periodic units are prevented. Salt concentrations of 120 mM of

KCl and 5 mM of NaCl were introduced to mimic neuron physiology. The workflow

followed for this set of simulations was repeated for each run, input structures were

minimized by 5000 steps of the steepest descent algorithm, which was followed by two

0.5 ns long thermalization steps in the NVT and NPT ensemble, in which temperature

was kept at 298 K using Langevin dynamics [64] and the pressure was kept at 1 atm

also with a Langevin piston [63]. Finally, 100 ns in the NPT ensemble were collected

for each of three independent replicas as production. All simulations were carried out

with NAMD 2.13 [15] and with the CHARMM36 force field [21].

Further information can be found in its materials and methods github page [66],

input data and snapshots of each simulation steps can be found there. The stability

of the systems through the simulated time is analyzed with the RMSD7 of all atoms

of the CRD and the RMSF8 of each amino acid. RMSD values around 0.7 nm were

observed, which are rather large deviations, however when looking at the RMSF amino

acids belonging to helices entailed less RMSF and visualizations of the last snapshot

guarantee that the secondary structure of the systems is always maintained, even

though the systems undergo large fluctuations.

Angles as defined in Fig. (2.3, B and C) were collected throughout all simulations 9

and stored to compute the free energy profile using the Weighted Histogram Analysis

Method (WHAM) [67, 68] Fig. (2.5 B); an example of a time series of a simulation

can be seen in Fig. (2.5 B, left inset). The projection of the free energy on the angles

revealed that the WT has a potential well around the N orientation and the T config-

uration seems to be banned as no transitions were observed; in fact, simulations with

the same workflow10, but starting from an output structure from the rosetta protocol

in which W344 was in the T configuration, showed that it quickly returned to N Fig.

(2.5 B, right inset). This was repeated three times with the same outcome11, indicat-

7Follow the links for RMSD of WT-1, WT-2, WT-3, W344R-1, W344R-2 and W344R-3.
8Follow the links for RMSF of WT-1, WT-2, WT-3, W344R-1, W344R-2 and W344R-3.
9Follow the links for the angles of WT-1, WT-2, WT-3, W344R-1, W344R-2 and W344R-3.

10Follow the links for RMSD of WT-T1, WT-T2, WT-T3 and for RMSF of WT-T1, WT-T2, WT-
T3. Same comments regarding stability can be made as in previous WT and W344R simulations.

11Follow the links for angles of WT-T1, WT-T2, WT-T3
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ing that the N configuration is the most stable one for W344. Conversely, W344R has

access to a wider range of angles as the N configuration is not energetically banned,

but it finds a more stable conformation around the T position. Regarding the total

amount of simulated time collected in this set of simulations, it is clear that the 3 runs

of 100 ns considered is long enough to observe several transitions between W344R-N

and W344R-T, since the time scale associated to its energetic barrier is lower than the

simulated time.

Gathering all the previous information, we can express our hypothesis that could

explain the molecular mechanism according to which W344R is able to bind to CaM

in vitro but not in vivo. When the folding of the CRD-CaM complex takes place at

once after urea denaturation, the arginine of the W344R variant can adopt its lower

state bounded conformation, that would be the N orientation, in which strong elec-

trostatic interactions between the arginine and glutamate residues take place and the

arginine exhibits a hydrophobic nature that would enhance the binding. Conversely,

in the ribosomal tunnel CaM has to recognize the channel and we speculate that the

cotranslational appearance of the T conformation for ariginine of the W344R mutation

would prevent its proper binding to CaM, as we have showed that T orientation is

the most stable one in the absence of CaM. The metastable state of the T orientation

bounded to CaM has been computationally modeled, resultin in the loss of interac-

tions with the glutamates of CaM that left the arginine as a highly hydrophilic residue,

while position 344 is known to be the hydrophobic residue of the IQ-like binding motif.
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Figure 2.5: A, simulated system, consisting in the CRD of the KV 7.2 channel, and showing
the location of W344, rendered with VMD [33].B, Data collected from simulation containing
helices hA, TW, hB, free energy profile projected on the angle between the helix hA and the
W344 (black) and W344R mutation (red) as defined in Fig. (2.3). The left inset refers to
one of the three simulations that make up the energy profile showed. The right inset is an
example of the simulations where the W344 was forced to start in a T orientation. Follow
the links in the main text for the angles of the other two runs in both cases. Adapted from
[1].
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Part of the previous results were published in [1], now we will present further ex-

perimental and computational efforts that were made to test our hypothesis. Looking

again at Fig. (2.4 C), the tilted arginine engaged in attractive interaction with Gln-

341. Furthermore, the Pearson correlation coefficient of the angle of the arginine and

the interaction energy between Arg-344 and Gln-341 yielded a value of 0.52:

corr(θ, E) =
COV (θ, E)

σθσE
=

〈(θ − θ̄)(E − Ē)〉
σθσE

= 0.52 (2.2)

Which was computed for values of time between 80 and 90 ns of the plot in Fig

(2.5 B, left inset); this is near one transition between N and T. This constraining on

the time used to compute the covariance was needed because otherwise the correlation

was masked by the usual thermal fluctuation of the MD simulation. A value of 0.52

of the correlation means that there is a partial12 positive correlation between angles

and energies, so an increase in angle is associated with a positive increase in energy,

in other words, the smaller angles of the tilted configuration are associated with more

negative interaction energies, meaning that Gln-341 would help to stabilize the tilted

conformation. When visualizing the T structures it looked like the arginine always

lay close to that glutamine Fig. (2.4, B), which could make sense as the extra charge

of the arginine could interact with the polar side chain of the glutamine. Our idea to

continue working on this hypothesis of the N and T configurations was the following:

mutating the glutamine could entail an increase in the N orientation probability of

the mutated arginine, as we would be breaking their attractive interaction, recovering

a WT-like behavior and restoring the subsequent CaM binding.

Therefore, to successfully test this hypothesis we needed a correlation between the

appearance of the N configuration with experimental binding to CaM, namely, mu-

tations in Gln-341 that result in a greater in silico probability associated with the N

orientation would increase the experimental binding to CaM, where the latter would

be experimentally verified by using an in cellulo FRET construct that had been able

to detect CaM binding in the past [1]. It was based on placing the fluorophores at

the N-terminal and C-terminal of the CRD, resulting in a sequence of [Fluorophore-

hA-hTW-hB-Fluorophore], which is co-expressed with CaM, since it is known to arise

FRET signal only if CaM recognizes the CRD, since it is not able to fold by itself but

it is known to form a stable complex (PDB ID: 6FEG) [41].

12Notice that the coefficient is normalized between -1 and 1 as it is divided by the standard devia-
tions.
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Trying to anticipate energetic destabilization upon mutations on Gln-341 in CRD-

CaM complex, rosetta calculations of ∆∆G for a few mutations were carried out. The

preselection of amino acids was based on the idea that we needed amino acids whose

side chain was not very big to properly fit in the hA of the CRD, aside of that a

variety of them were tested. Results are in Table 2.1, rosetta predicted that all con-

structs would be destabilizing, but for some of the double mutants like Q341L-W344R

or Q341M-W344R the global binding affinity was slightly greater than the reference

single mutant W344R, indicating a partial stabilization provoked by the mutation at

position 341. Further information and input and output files can be found at its sup-

plementary information page [69].

Variant ∆∆G (kcal/mol) PN
Q341A-W344R 8 0.24
Q341C-W344R 6 0.27
Q341I-W344R 5.1 0.48
Q341L-W344R 4.1 0.47
Q341M-W344R 4.78 0.38
Q341N-W344R 9.36 0.46
Q341P-W344R 8.65 0.26
Q341V-W344R 5.75 0.39
Q341-W344R 5.1 0.37

Table 2.1: Results of the double mutants, binding affinities computed with rosetta in
kcal/mol and probabilities of the arginine to be in an N orientation.

All-atom simulations of the CRD were performed for all double mutants of Table

2.1 together with the single mutant W344R; to build the systems, the mutations were

systematically introduced to the system of Fig. (2.5, A), and the same procedure as

before was followed, a cubic box of TIP3P water solvent [62] was generated so that the

minimun distance between the protein and the simulation box was 0.61 nm, and salt

concentrations of 120 mM of KCl and 5 mM of NaCl were added to reproduce neuronal

physiological conditions. Simulations were carried out with NAMD 2.13 [15] using the

CHARMM36 force field [21]. For this set of simulations the previous workflow was

followed, to avoid atomic clashes coming from the introduction of the mutations, 5000

steepest descent steps were carried out; afterwards, two thermalization steps of 0.5

ns in the NVT ensemble followed by 1.5 ns in the NPT ensemble were performed,

temperatures were kept at 298K using Langevin dynamics [64] and pressure was kept

at 1 atm also with a Langevin piston [63]. Finally, three or four replicas for each
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construct in the NPT ensemble were performed to collect 450 ns as production. This

time more time was simulated for each of the variants since the differences between

different double mutants would presumably be more subtle than in the previous case,

in which the comparison was between the W344R single mutant and the WT; more

simulated time is translated into a greater resolution in the energy barrier separating

the W344R-N and W344R-T states as more transitions are obtained. Similarly to

the previous sets of simulations, there is supplementary information available on its

materials and methods github page [70] with the usual supplementary information for

each replica of each double mutant; inputs and snapshots of each step of the workflow

and. For the production runs, RMSD of the protein, RMSF of each amino acid and

the angles of position 344 as defined in Fig. (2.3, C)13).

Instead of computing the free energy profile like in Fig. (2.5, B), histograms of an-

gle distribution probabilities of the arginine in W344R where obtained using WHAM

equations [67, 68], in order to be fit to a two Gaussian function Fig. (2.6, black lines),

each one representing one of the two possible orientations, integrating the Gaussians

separately will yield the probability of the arginine of being at W344R-N and W344R-

T. This methodology in the definition of the conformations was introduced to avoid

arbitrariness in the computed probability associated to each state. The results are

depicted in Fig. (2.6) and the probabilities of being at the N configuration PN are

collected in Table 2.1; it can be seen that there were some mutations that left the prob-

ability of being N (PN ) similar, like Q341A, Q341C or Q341I whereas others indeed

made this probability higher, like Q341L, Q341M, Q341N, Q341P or Q341V, which

seemed encouraging to test them experimentally. However, experiments showed that

all double mutants had a similar behavior as the single W344R mutant, as no FRET

signal was obtained, which means that CaM binding was not recovered, proving that

this approach for testing the two-orientation mechanism for the CaM recognition of

the KV 7.2 channel was not productive.

One issue with this kind of FRET experiments is that the FRET signal might not

have been generated for a variety of reasons, making it difficult to extract information

out of it, Gln-341 is indeed the Q of the IQ motif, so its alteration could be deleterious

for the CaM binding, for example du to structural changes on the CRD that prevent

CaM recognition or maybe by altering the interactions that are required for CaM

binding, but even if position 341 is known to be important, mutating it was worth

13Instead of linking each picture, the reader is referred to the folders: Q341A-W344R(1,2,3),
Q341C-W344R(1,2,3), Q341I-W344R(1,2,3), Q341L-W344R(1,2,3), Q341M-W344R(1,2,3), Q341N-
W344R(1,2,3), Q341P-W344R(1,2,3), Q341V-W344R(1,2,3), Q341-W344R(1,2
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a shot as CaM is known to have many targets with many different binding motifs

[37]. Nevertheless, the double mutant research line was a milestone in our lab as it

was the first time that computational results were used to formulate a hypothesis and

design experiments to test it, as we were used to work the other way around, with

experiments leading the way.

Figure 2.6: Probability densities of the angle formed by the arginine in position 344 for
different mutations at position 341. Each plot is titled with the mutations included at the
set of simulations, the bottom right plot is the W344R single mutant that serves as reference.
Probability distributions (blue circles) have been fitted to two Gaussian distribution functions
(black lines), where each Gaussian separately refers to one of the two possible states, W344R-
N (green) and W344R-T (red), integration of these Gaussians yields the probability of being
at the W344R-T orientation, PT , and at the W344R-N orientation, PN , these values are
written in the legend and also in Table 2.1.
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2.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, new mechanistic insight has been provided regarding the W344R mu-

tation on the KV 7.2 potassium channel. The problem arose from the discrepancy of

the outcomes of CaM binding of this variant in in vitro and in in vivo experiments, the

experiments carried out suggested that something happened cotranslationally that pre-

vented CaM binding upon the W344R mutation. However, since the experiments are

indirect, they failed in providing mechanistic insight on what was happening. In order

to assess this problem from an atomistic perspective, MD simulations together with

rosetta calculations were performed. In fact, both methods follow different approaches

to sample the configurational space, MD simulations rely on the time evolution while

rosetta determines the plausibility of an ensemble of conformations; however, it has to

be underlined that neither of them explicitly considered the cotranslational folding of

the channel, since it is extremely challenging. It is noteworthy that in general, bind-

ing affinities computed through the rosetta FlexddG package and FRET experiments

agreed, as it is showed in Fig. (2.3) and in the double-mutant experiments, for which

rosetta predicted a destabilizing behavior and FRET experiments showed that there

were no CaM binding. The exception was the in vitro assay of the W344R mutant,

for which a destabilizing binding affinity did not correlate with the CaM binding.

We think that this could be because rosetta was energetically underestimating the

W344R-N conformation.

The hypothesis formulated from the obtained data is that the cotranslational effect

of the W344R mutation would be to favor the W344R-T conformation, which would

prevent CaM binding. Conversely, on in vitro experiments the W344R-N state would

be the dominant one, even enhancing CaM binding. This hypothesis lies on the fact

that when the CRD is immersed in water, the W344R variant has a higher probability

of being at W344R-T state than W344R-N one, while the wild type always stays in

the N configuration. Also, it has been showed herein that the strong interactions of

W344R-T with water would infer a high hydrophilicity in a pocket that is known to

be hydrophobic, whereas charge compensation upon binding of W344R-N with some

glutamates of CaM might infer a hydrophobic behavior on W344R-N.

Further work on this hypothesis turned out to be unproductive; from the simula-

tions it was clear that W344R-T was stabilized by the amino acid Gln-341, but its

mutation to other amino acids did not result in an improvement in the experimental

CaM binding, even though some of the mutations on Q341 promoted the appearance
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of the simulated W344R-N configuration. Therefore, it was not possible to establish

any relation between the appearance of the simulated W344R-N configuration and

experimental CaM binding; however, it could be that the alteration of amino acid

Gln-341 could be very harmful for the binding, since it is the Q of the so-called IQ

motif. Nevertheless, this chapter contains one of the most important projects for this

thesis since these were the first results obtained; we were able to elaborate a hypoth-

esis that could explain the experimental results and after that even design a set of

experiments to further test this hypothesis.

To convert this hypothesis in actual results there is still a long way to go, since

there are many holes in the emerging picture coming from our results. First of all, it is

not clear how CaM recognizes the channel, it is believed to happen cotranslationally

since the hairpin formed by helices hA and hB is not stable in the absence of CaM [1],

but it is not known if helix hA is already formed when CaM recognizes the channel or

if is the recognition of the channel by CaM what induces the formation of the helix,

so the definitions of W344R-N and W344R-T in the absence of CaM should be taken

with a pinch of salt. Nonetheless, even if the two conformations are not supported by

experimental information, or if it turns out that it is not the angle formed by amino

acid 344 the parameter that prevents or enhances CaM binding and it is something

else, the different interactions stablished by the mutated arginine with CaM for the

two conformations can be enlightening, as they explain two behaviors of this arginine

that would give a possible explanation for the contradictory outcomes of in vivo and

in vitro experiments. The following chapter will leave aside the W344R mutation and

the channel KV 7.2, in favor of the small conductance calcium-activated potassium

channel SK2, with the aim of further elucidating how this recognition process of CaM

takes place, since SK2 channel also has a hA-like helix that serves as an anchoring

point for CaM.
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Chapter 3

α-helix induction in SK2 by

Calmodulin

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, when addressing the effect of the W344R mutation on the

KV 7.2 channel, the experimental data suggested that this mutation affects the folding

pathway of the channel. One of the most revealing experiments in that matter was

the force profile analysis [1], in which an arresting peptide needs to experience a force

in order to resume the synthesis of the channel. In these experiments the magnitude

measured was a FRET signal that could only be observed if the channel was properly

synthesized and folded. The data showed that upon the W344R mutation there was no

FRET signal; however, in the case of the wild type, only FRET signal was observed

if calmodulin (CaM) was present, indicating that CaM plays an active role in the

folding of the channel at the very early stages of its folding. As discussed in [1], it

is not clear if CaM recognizes an already folded emerging segment of the channel,

namely the part of the hA helix that has the IQ binding motif, or if CaM induces the

adoption of the α-helix exhibited by the wild type structure. This would be crucial for

understanding how the folding takes place and the role of CaM in it. The following

chapter is a computational effort on the study of that unknown step of the synthesis,

this is, how calmodulin recognizes its targets. In fact, the main results gathered here

were published [37, 71].
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3.1.1 Biological introduction

Calmodulin (CaM) is a protein formed by 148 residues separated into two globular

domains, named as N-lobe and C-lobe, each of them can carry up to two calcium ions

in two helix-loop-helix motifs known as EF hands. CaM is the main calcium sensor in

eukaryotic cells; one example of its importance in our organism is that it is one of the

most conserved proteins in evolution, being identical in all vertebrates. Mutations in

CaM are usually pathogenic and the term “calmodulinopathies” has been coined to

denote the associated diseases [72].

Another interesting particularity of CaM is its ability to bind to a large variety of

targets, most of them display two α-helical anchor points used by CaM for binding;

even though their amino acid sequences differ substantially, many of them display

some motifs that are repeated often [73]. As previously mentioned, there are many

uncertainties in CaM’s recognition process due to its unspecificity towards its targets;

a mixture of induced fit and conformational selection has been proposed both theo-

retically and experimentally [74, 75]. The conformational selection mechanism is the

one by which CaM only recognizes α-helices, whereas in the induced fit mechanism,

CaM recognizes its binding motifs and induces secondary structure on them.

Among the variety of CaM targets, two of them are the previously introduced

KCNN and KCNQ ion channel families, in which CaM is crucial for its proper func-

tioning. in this chapter we will focus on the SK2 channel. Like the KV 7.2 channel

Fig. (2.1), SK2 is a tetramer Fig. (3.1, A-B), where each subunit is composed by

six transmembrane helices (S1-S6) and a C terminal cytosolic domain, composed by

helices hA, hB, hC and hD Fig. (3.1, D; hC and hD are not showed). Transmembrane

helices S1 to S4 form the voltage insensitive domain (ViSD) Fig. (3.1: C, orange),

which is analogous to the KV 7.2 VSD but it has been showed that it does not respond

to voltage differences [30]. Helices S5 and S6 form the pore domain Fig. (3.1: C, blue),

which is connected to the ViSD by two small helical linkers (S4-S5a and S4-S5b) Fig.

(3.1: C, cyan), where S4-S5a is crucial as it lies in the cytosolic domain and serves

as an anchor to CaM Fig. (3.1: C, red). In the cytosolic domain, helices hA and hB

form an hairpine recognized by CaM, as hA has an IQ-like binding motif, and helices

hC and hD would be responsible for tetramerization, but they do not appear in the

full channel cryo-EM structure [76]1. It is very impressive that the gating mechanism

can be elucidated from the cryo-EM structures: in the case that each CaM has 3 Ca2+

1The avalaible full channel structure is the one of the family member SK4, which is very similar
to SK2, in fact all the domains explained are conserved.
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ions, two in the N-lobe and the other in the C-lobe, the two lobes are respectively

bound to the linker S4-S5a and to hA, (PDB ID: 6CNN [76]). Conversely, if CaM

loses the Ca2+ in the C-lobe, the N-lobe does not appear in the cryo-EM structure,

suggesting that it is not longer bound to the S4-S5a linker and does not have a stable

conformation (PDB ID: 6CNM [76]). Therefore, gathering the previous information,

the hA helix would be the anchor point of CaM and the S4-S5a linker would serve as

a lever that is activated by CaM for gating.

The motivation of this chapter came from a work published a couple of decades

ago, in which NMR experiments showed an ensemble of structures of a small region

of the SK2 channel (residues 396–487) spanning the hA and its CaM binding domain

Fig. (3.2, A and B), showing a stable helical turn [2]. As the peptide was immersed in

water without any other cofactors, these results suggest that in this case a pre-helix

is required for CaM binding and the rest of the helix would be induced afterwards,

since this fragment is folded in the final structure Fig. (3.2, B). A detailed analysis

of the binding domain of the SK2 channel reveals that it resembles an IQ motif [37],

although its sequence, LRxxWL, is different to the standard IQ, IQxxΘR, where Θ is

a hydrophobic residue.

In this chapter we will study how part of the calmodulin binding domain (CaMBD)

of the SK2 channel acquires its secondary structure. We will focus on the linker 421-

NAAANVLRETWLIYKNT-437 Fig. (3.2 C top), which from now on will be referred

to as SK2 CaMBD, and we will compare its simulated secondary structure in absence

of CaM and bound to the CaM C-lobe, the role of the CaM C-lobe in those simulations

will be static, meaning that the recognition process will not be simulated, as it is out

of the scope of this work, so we will focus only on the behavior of the SK2 CaMBD.

We have made some strong approximations, such as reducing the system to half of

CaM and a small linker of the SK2 channel, and furthermore, simulationsin presence

of CaM will start from a bound conformation. Even under these approximations,

simple molecular dynamics are not able to capture the process of secondary structure

formation as we would need to simulate unaffordable time scales. Therefore we will

make use of the so-called enhanced sampling techniques. In the following we will give

a short introduction of the ones used in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Homology model of the SK2 channel, generated with Swiss model (https:
//swissmodel.expasy.org/) and represented with VMD [33, 77, 78]. A and B, top and
side view of the full channel, respectively, where each monomer and calmodulin are coloured
differently. C, details of two opposing monomers, in which helices S1-S4 or Voltage insensitive
Domain (ViSD) are in orange, linkers S4-S5a and S4-S5b are in cyan, pore domain or helices
S5-S6 are in blue, helices hA and hB or Calcium Responsive Domain (CRD) are in grey
and calmodulins in red. Notice that the binding of CaM to helix hA can be observed in the
left monomer, whereas its binding to S4-S5a is apparent in the right monomer. D, cartoon
representation of the structure of the channel.
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3.1.2 Enhanced sampling techniques

As stated in the introduction of this thesis, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

usually consist in performing ensemble averages in order to compute mean values of

quantities, or capturing a dynamical transition between two states by computing the

free energy barrier of the event. In both cases it is crucial to achieve a good sampling

of the conformational space to obtain reliable results. In other words, we need our

system to be ergodic in an affordable time scale. In general, this is very challenging

for biological systems, even for the most simple ones, as they have very complicated

potential landscapes with several local minimums separated by high energy barriers.

To help the system to overcome these energetic barriers more easily and achieve a more

efficient sampling, several methods have been proposed under the name of enhanced

sampling techniques [79]. In this chapter we will make use of two of them, namely

Replica Exchange with Solute Scaling (REST2) [80] and metadynamics [81]. We will

make a give introduction to the basic features of both methods before moving on to

the results section.

REST2

The REST2 technique lies in the more general framework of the replica exchange

methods. This general framework consists in altering the simulated ensemble; instead

of having one simulation at one temperature in the canonical (NVT) or isothermal-

isobaric (NPT) ensemble as usual, the simulation will be performed in a generalized

ensemble (X), which will consist of M non-interacting replicas (x1, ... , xM ) where each

xi is a set of coordinates and momenta of the N interacting particles of one canonical

or isothermal-isobaric ensemble (q1i , ... q
N
i , p

1
i , ... p

N
i ), weighted by its own Boltzmann

weight factor:

e−βiHi(q
1
i ...q

N
i ,p

1
i ...p

N
i ) (3.1)

where βi = 1/kBTi. Since the replicas are not interacting, the Hamiltonian of the

generalized ensemble is separable, making the weight factor of the generalized ensemble

(WGE(X)) also separable:

WGE(X) = e−βH(q11 ,... ,q
N
M ,p11,... ,p

N
M ) = exp

{

−
M
∑

i=1

βiHi(q
1
i , ... , q

N
i , p

1
i , ... , p

N
i )

}

(3.2)
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And each Hamiltonian is defined as the sum of the kinetic and potential energies,

Hi(q
1
i ...q

N
i , p

1
i ...p

N
i ) = K(p1i ...p

N
i ) + V (q1i ...q

N
i ). We want each replica to perform a

random walk in this generalized ensemble, and this is achieved by exchanging replicas

occasionally. When these exchanges occur, for example between replicas i and j, the

exchange can be written as follows:

X = (x1, ... , xi, ... , xj , ... , xM ) → X ′ = (x1, ... , xj , ... , xi, ... , xM ) (3.3)

Which means that the coordinates and momenta of the particles of replicas i and j

are swapped. These exchanges will take place with a probability ω(X → X ′), we

will impose that the average number of accepted trial moves that result in the system

moving from state X to X ′ is the same that results in moving from state X ′ to X,

so that the system is not biased towards a specific state, this is called the detailed

balance condition and has the following mathematical form:

WGE(X)w(X → X ′) =WGE(X
′)w(X ′ → X) (3.4)

A system that satisfies this condition is said to be a reversible Markov chain and

performs a random walk in the generalized ensemble. Rearranging the terms we can

compute the ratio between w(X → X ′) and w(X ′ → X), using (3.2):

w(X → X ′)

w(X ′ → X)
=
WGE(X

′)

WGE(X)
=

✘
✘
✘✘

e−β1H1 ... e−βiHj ... e−βjHi ...✘✘
✘
✘

e−βMHM

✘
✘
✘✘

e−β1H1 ... e−βiHi ... e−βjHj ...✘✘
✘
✘

e−βMHM
(3.5)

All the exponential terms that do not belong to i and j and the kinetic terms also

cancel out, yielding:

w(X → X ′)

w(X ′ → X)
= e[βj−βi](Vi(q

1
i ..q

N
i )−Vj(q

1
j ...q

N
j )) = e−∆ (3.6)

To define the exchange probability between two replicas we have the ratio between

the two transition probabilities plus the obvious condition that probabilities must be

positive and less than or equal to one. This two constraints are not enough to define

w(X ′ → X) and many choices can be made, one of them is the Metropolis criterion

[53]:

w(X → X ′) =







1, ∆ ≤ 0

e−∆, ∆ > 0
(3.7)

Different enhanced sampling methods lie under this general framework, each of
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them with its particularities. For example in the Temperature Replica Exchange

Method [82] the replicas are simulated at different temperatures βi, but with the same

Hamiltonian. In this thesis the method followed is Replica Exchange with Solute

Scaling (REST2), in which the replicas are simulated with different Hamiltonians, but

at the same temperature. Methods that exchange Hamiltonians are usually called

Hamiltonian Replica Exchange (HREX) and have the advantage that Hamiltonian

functions are very flexible when selecting which terms are interchangeable. Specifically,

REST2 simulations maintain all replicas at the same β0, but the potential terms of

each Hamiltonian are scaled differently, by a factor less than one, to reproduce a variety

of effective temperatures βi. The advantage over temperature replica exchange is that

the potential is further separated into contributions coming from the solute (p) and

the solvent (w) so that the solvent is left unscaled:

V REST2
i =

βi
β0
V ppi +

√

βi
β0
V pwi + V wwi (3.8)

Where the square root in the interface between solute and solvent terms arises natu-

rally from the Lennard-Jones combination rules. Applying the detail balanced condi-

tion to this scaled potential yields:

∆REST2
ij = (βi − βj)

[

(V ppj − V ppi ) +

√
β0√

βi +
√

βj
(V pwj − V pwi )

]

(3.9)

Where we recall that the exponential of this quantity rules the exchanges by the

Metropolis criterion, which is therefore very sensitive to potential energy differences

of solutes and their interface with the solvent for the different replicas. Notice that

the solvent-solvent interactions, which are the most abundant ones and, therefore,

introduce the biggest energy fluctuations, does not contribute. Nonetheless, only ex-

changes with neighboring replicas are allowed as in practice non-adjacent replicas will

have very low exchange probability.

The REST2 method has been implemented to go one step beyond as it allows

the user to further divide the solute into a ”hot” and a ”cold” region, so that only

the hot region and its interface with the cold one or the solvent will contribute to

the exchanges between replicas. This is done to substantially decrease the number of

replicas needed to have an acceptable exchange probability in the effective temperature

range of interest, since the number of replicas needed to obtain efficient sampling scales

with the square root of the total degrees of freedom of the terms contributing to the
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exchanges [80].

Since only the first replica, the one that has a Hamiltonian that is not scaled, will

yield physical results, the dynamical information of the system will be collected at

this first replica. However this will have conformations that have traveled through all

the variety of Hamiltonians, where the ones weighted by smaller values will have less

energy barriers between conformations so it will be much more probable that these

structures present higher energy conformations, considerably enhancing the confor-

mational sampling, as the appearance of these structures in the usual NVT or NPT

ensemble is much lower since the systems will tend to get stuck in local minima.

Metadynamics

The approach followed in metadynamics simulations is different [83], in this case we will

accelerate the sampling of a collective variable S, that is a function of the coordinates

of the system S = S(R), in such a manner that this variable fully captures the dynamic

process under study. For simplicity, the collective variable will be one-dimensional and

therefore the free energy profile will be projected onto a 2D plot. Once the collective

variable is set, a history-depending bias potential VG(S, t) will be added, normally this

potential is constructed by adding Gaussian functions centered around the values of

the collective variable that the system has at a given time t′, S(R(t′)):

VG(S, t) =

∫ t

0

ω e
−
(

S(R)−S(R(t′))
2σ

)2

dt′ (3.10)

where the constant ω is the height of the Gaussian function and σ its width. The

bias potential VG(S, t) is added to the Hamiltonian of our system, preventing the

system to stay at the value of the collective variable S(R). These Gaussians will be

continually filling the minima of the energetic landscape projected on S(R), making

the free energy barriers smaller until at some point all the local minima are full,

yielding that:

VG(S, t→ ∞) = −F (S) + C (3.11)

Where C is an additive constant and F (S) is the projection of the free energy of

the unbiased system on the collective variable. Under these circumstances, the ef-

fective potential felt by the particle will be a constant and therefore the probability

distribution of the states alongside the collective variable will also be a constant, and

the characterization of the unbiased free energy profile using (Eq. 3.11) will be con-
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verged. However, when running a simulation it is difficult to know when convergence

is achieved to stop our simulation. In practice, it might happen that we continue

adding Gaussian functions that introduce errors, making the correct value of F (S)

fluctuate with fluctuation values depending on the size of the added Gaussians. To

alleviate this, the Well-Tempered metadynamics method was introduced [84], in which

the height of the added Gaussians is scaled by w:

w = ωe−VG(S,t)/∆T τG (3.12)

Where ω is the bias deposition rate, VG(S, t) is the value of the bias potential at

the value of the collective variable S at time t, ∆T is a temperature-like value that

can be tuned together with ω to control how fast the height of the added Gaussians

decreases and τG is the Gaussians deposition rate. With this scaling scheme the final

value of the free energy has to be scaled by a constant depending on the temperature

of the simulation and on ∆T :

VG(S, t→ ∞) = − ∆T

T +∆T
F (S) + C (3.13)

Note that at the beginning of the simulation, since the height of added Gaussians

will have bigger values, it allows the bias potential to quickly fill the minima of the

potential and enhancing the conformational space sampling, but as the filling goes on

the scaling will make the introduced potential decrease and eventually converge to an

accurate value of the free energy alongside the collective variable.

The choice of the collective variable is crucial when setting up a metadynamics

simulation. Indeed, guidance and recommendations on how to choose them has been

extensively reviewed [83, 85]. Essentially, metadynamics simulations are only recom-

mended when a set of collective variables can describe a process unambiguously. Let

us consider an illustrative example: if we want to measure the free energy of the dis-

sociation of two molecules, which would play the role of a lock and a key, we could

think that the distance between the center of mass could be a good collective variable

and that we could project the free energy on the axes of the lock to nicely describe the

dissociation process. However, for a given distance between the two center of masses

the relative orientation of the molecules can differ, so that for small distances we would

have a very stable configuration in which lock and key would be aligned and several

others in which a rotated key is clashing with the lock, making the convergence of this

simulation very cumbersome.
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3.2 Results

This chapter has two goals, the first one is to reproduce the experimental results in

which a helical turn of the SK2 CaMBD was observed by NMR experiments in aqueous

solution [2], as it would be the type of conformation that CaM would encounter when

recognizing the channel, and the second one is to study how this part of the channel

obtains its final α-helical conformation after it has been recognized by CaM.

Figure 3.2: A, NMR ensemble of structures from PDB ID: 1KKD [2]. Residues forming an
α-helix are colored in orange and ordered but not helical structures in purple. B, localization
of residues in A in a monomer of the channel, with the same color code. C, three snapshots of
the REST2 simulations of the N421 to T437 fragment immersed in water (top) and secondary
structure of the lowest temperature replica throughout the simulation (bottom), according
to the DSSP secondary structure definition [86]. Adapted from [37]

To asses the first goal, we tested the stability of the pre-helix in water Fig. (3.2, A

and B), for that purpose we ran REST2 simulations of the 421-NAAANVLRETWLIYKNT-

437 fragment from (PDB ID: 1KKD [2]), which belongs to the CaMBD and contains
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the pre-helix immersed in water [37]. All simulations were performed in GROMACS

2016.4 [16] patched with PLUMED 2.4.2 [87] and using the CHARMM36 force field

[21]. To build the system, we solvated a dodecahedral box with TIP3P water molecules

[62], with a minimun distance between protein and walls of 1.5 nm. K+ and Cl- ions

were added to achieve a physiological KCl concentration of 0.15 M. For the REST2 sim-

ulations, 15 replicas were set spanning a range of effective temperatures from 298 K to

373 K, where the temperature of replica i (i from 0 to 14) is given by Ti = T0(
T14

T0
)i/14,

so that the temperature difference between replicas smoothly increases with i. The

hot subsystem, in which the Hamiltonian is scaled, is constituted by the peptide and

ions to neutralize its charge, and the cold one, in which the same Hamiltonian is used

for all replicas, by the solvent. The workflow followed in these REST2 simulations for

each replica is the following. To begin with, a steepest descent energy minimization

was done until the maximum force was less than 100.0 kJ/(mol·nm), afterwards, 100

ps of NVT equilibration followed by another 100 ps of NPT equilibration were carried

out with restrictions on the protein’s heavy atoms, temperatures were kept at 298 K

using a velocity-rescaling thermostat [88] and pressures at 1 bar using the Parrinello-

Rahman barostat [89] in the NPT thermalization. Finally, 200 ns in the NPT ensemble

were collected as production for each replica, with exchanges attempted every 100 ps.

The input parameters and a snapshot of the first replica at each time step can be

found at its materials and methods github page. In the case of the production run,

time series of the effective temperature of the first replica and of all replicas at once

are also given. It can be seen that the first replica visited all temperatures several

times in the trajectory, proving that the 200-ns-long trajectory is enough to sample

all temperatures. The average exchange probabilities were around 0.4, which is a sign

that the temperature range was not too wide for the number of replicas used.

A secondary structure analysis for the first replica can be found in Fig. (3.2, c),

it reveals that there is a stable α-helix between residues E429 and N436, in agreement

with the experiments but spanning two helical turns, whereas the experimental NMR

structures only spanned one. The persistence of this helix in the simulations is re-

markable as the trajectory contains many high-energy structures that could lead to

other local minima lowering the total amount of helix obtained.

As previously stated in the introduction of this chapter, simulating the recognition

process of the peptide by CaM is beyond the scope of this work, properly sampling the

total conformational space of the two proteins would be extremely challenging even
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with metadynamics or other enhanced sampling techniques. Therefore, we skipped

that step and assumed that what happens is that the C-lobe of CaM recognizes the

fragment containing the pre-helix and binds to it. However, we wanted to test whether

a single alpha-helical turn was enough for CaM binding to induce the rest of the helix

or whether a greater helical amount was needed. For this reason, we ran REST2

simulations in the presence of the C-lobe of CaM using both the first NMR model

(PDB ID: 1KKD) with a single turn and a snapshot from the end of our CaM-free

simulations, that had two turns. In the following, we will refer to these two systems

as “one turn” and “two turns”, respectively. To build the systems we considered that

the C lobe of CaM would recognize the fragment in the same place as it appears in the

final structure, so we fitted the peptide to the experimental structure (PDB ID: 3SJQ

[90]), as depicted in Fig. (3.3, A). As in the previous set of simulations, we solvated

a dodecahedral box with TIP3P water molecules [62], assuring that the minimun

distance between protein and walls was 1.5 nm. K+ and Cl- ions were also added

to achieve a physiological concentration of KCl of 0.15 M. The effective temperature

range for the REST2 simulations was the same as before, namely 298 K to 373 K, in

this case however, CaM C-lobe and the solvent will constitute the “cold” subsystem,

whereas the SK2 CaMBD peptide and ions will be the “hot” one, note that the number

of replicas needed is related to the extension of the hot subsystem and its interactions

with the cold one, which will be similar to the previous simulations in the absence of

CaM C-lobe. The counterpart is that the conformational space of CaM-Clobe will be

substantially less sampled, so meaningful conformational changes obtained will only

refer to the fragment of SK2 CaMBD.

For this set of simulations, a combination of the CHARMM36 force field [21] with

GROMACS 2021.3 [23] patched with PLUMED 2.7.2 [87] was used. The workflow

followed is the same as for the set of simulations related to Fig. (3.2, C). Ther is also

a materials and methods page for these simulations, in which input files for each step

can be found together with the time series of the effective temperatures for the first

replica ( ’one turn’, ’two turns”) and for all replicas (’one turn’, ’two turns”) [91]. It

can be seen that in both cases the first replica properly explores all Hamiltonians so

that both high and low energy states have been sampled. It is noteworthy that in this

case the exchange probability has increased from around 0.4 in the simulation of the

CaM SK2 in absence of CaM to above 0.75 both in ’one turn’ and ’two turns” cases;

the difference lies in the interfaces between the ”hot” and ”cold” subsystems, indicat-

ing that the interface with water causes more fluctuations in energy than the interface

with CaM C-lobe plus water, that subsequently impact on the exchange probability.
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The results are displayed in Fig. (3.3, B-D), where we compare the secondary

structure of the channel in the absence of CaM Fig. (3.3, B) with the same peptide

starting in the “one turn” Fig. (3.3, C) and in the “two turns” configuration Fig. (3.3,

D); the last two are in presence of CaM C-lobe, there it can be seen that the rest of the

secondary structure can be induced in presence of CaM C lobe for the “two turns” run,

in contrast to what happened in the absence of CaM, in which alpha-helical secondary

structure in the segment N421-R428 segment seemed to be banned. These results differ

from the ones obtained in the “one turn” simulation, where the appearance of helical

content is not banned as it appears in different locations throughout the simulation

but there is no longer a stable helix along the E429-T437 segment and there are not

any frames in which the α-helical content spans the whole SK2 CaMBD, this does not

mean that the induction of the whole helix is completely banned, but since high-energy

states have been sampled it suggests that it is highly unlikely, making this state less

productive in terms of folding.

To elucidate the mechanisms that are trapping the SK2 segment in this unfolded

state we computed for each amino acid of the SK2 CaMBD the RMSF and the solvent-

accessible surface area (SASA) Fig. (3.3, bottom panel), being the latter the external

area that is not buried by other solute atoms. The SASA was calculated because it is

known that CaM creates a hydrophobic pocket around its targets, so changes in SASA

and RMSF will be indicators of conformational changes. It stands out that W431 ex-

hibits higher mobility Fig. (3.3, E) and less solvent exposure Fig. (3.3, F) in the “one

turn” simulation when compared with the “two turns” one. A visual inspection of

the trajectories proves that the SASA reduction of the “one turn” simulation is due

to the fact that W431 is facing the CaM C-lobe and the RMSF increase is due to it

not having secondary structure, in contrast to the “two turns” case, in which W431 is

facing the solvent and belongs to an α-helix. Therefore the lack of secondary structure

enhances the mobility of the tryptophan and it is kept in the hydrophobic pocket of

CaM lowering its SASA. Besides, it coincides that some CaM C-lobe residues that

interact with W431 in the “one turn” simulation (this is, when facing CaM C-lobe)

interact with L427 in the “two turns” one , namely F92, M109, L112 and M145, sug-

gesting that in the “one turn” simulation, W431 has competed with L427’s binding

pocket leading to a less productive conformation.

The previously discussed competition for the CaM C-lobe residues takes place in

the in the “one turn” simulation, in which W431 is facing CaM. We wanted to see
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Figure 3.3: A, workflow followed and depiction of the constructs composed by the SK2
CaMBD and CaM C lobe complex, for the “one turn” and “two turns” conformations. B-D,
secondary structure of the first replica according to DSSP definition [86] of the SK2 immerse
in water in the absence of CaM (B) compared with the “one turns” conformation of the SK2
CaMBD fragment bound to CaM (C) and the “two turns” conformation of SK2 CaMBD
fragment bound to CaM (D). E-F, analysis of the “one turn” (red), “two turns” (green)
simulations and their difference (black) for the amino acids belonging to the SK2 CaMBD,
highlighting the amino acid W341. The computed magnitudes are RMSF (E) and SASA (F).
Adapted from [71]

if, by preventing this competition, the rest of the helix could be induced, so we ro-

tated W431 by 180 degrees, forcing it to point outwards, this is, towards the solvent

Fig. (3.4, A-top). The fact that we obtained a less productive state with W431 facing

CaM was shocking as experimental conformations of the CaM-SK2 complex show that

W431 indeed points to CaM (PDB: 3SJQ, [90]), so we also rotated the “two turns”

configuration to point inwards to CaM to see if the α-helix induction holds also for

this configuration Fig. (3.4, A-bottom).
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REST2 simulations were carried out for these two new “swapped” configurations.

The building of the systems, software and workflow is the same as for the previous

set of simulations. As usual, supplementary information can be found at its materials

and methods github page [92], namely input files of all steps of the workflow with

snapshots and the time series of the effective temperature for the first replica ( “one

turn”, “two turns”) and for all replicas at once (“one turn”, “two turns”).

The secondary structure analysis for theses simulations is presented in Fig. (3.4,

C-D), with that of the channel segment immersed in water in absence of CaM Fig.

(3.4, B). Differently to the previous case, the “one turn” simulation produces the whole

helix when W431’s side chain is pointing outwards, furthermore, the helical content

starts forming around this tryptophan Fig. (3.4, C). For the “two turns” simulation

with W431 pointing inwards Fig. (3.4, D), the secondary structure obtained is similar

to the previous case in which the side chain was pointing outward; the helical content

of E429-N436 segment is maintained and the rest of the helix can be induced. In this

second set of simulations, the RMSF and SASA were also computed Fig. (3.4, bottom

panel), indicating that the tryptophan has now similar mobility when pointing inwards

and outwards Fig. (3.4, E) and the SASA difference is now not conclusive due to its

large error bars Fig. (3.4, F).

Putting the results together, we have seen that W431 pointing inwards starting

from the “two turns” configuration becomes productive. This is translated into a de-

scent in the mobility of the tryptophan from ≈ 0.7 nm in the “one turn, inward” Fig.

(3.3, E) to ≈ 0.3nm in the “two turns, inward” Fig. (3.4, E), since the tryptophan

is constrained into a helical conformation. It is also noteworthy that when looking at

the two trajectories that had W431 facing CaM, there is an increase of SASA from

0.4 ± 0.3nm2 in the “one turn, inward” system Fig. (3.3, F) to 0.9 ± 0.5nm2 in the

“two turns, inward” system Fig. (3.4, F), meaning that W341 was better buried in the

“one turn” simulation. This SASA difference can be related to the contacts stablished

with CaM in both situations, in the “one turn, inward” system, we had that the CaM

residues A88, V91, F92, M109, L112, F141, and M145 were in contact with W341, but

in the “two turns, inward” system, these contacts are reduced to M145 alone. This

time, it is the SK2 residue V426 (instead of L427) the one that now makes contacts

with CaM in the frames that the full helix is induced, being these E120, E123, M124,

and E127.
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Figure 3.4: A, starting structures of the second set of simulations, in which the SK2
CaMBD was rotated by 180➦. B-D, secondary structure of the first replica according to
DSSP definition of the SK2 immersed in water in the absence of CaM (B) compared with
the “one turn” conformation of the SK2 CaMBD fragment bound to CaM with the W341
pointing outwards, this is, towards the solvent (C) and the “two turns” conformation of SK2
CaMBD fragment bound to CaM with the W341 pointing inwards, this is, towards CaM
C-lobe (D). E-F, analysis of the “one turn” (red), “two turns” (green) simulations and their
difference (black) for the amino acids belonging to the SK2 CaMBD fragment, highlighting
the amino acid W341. The computed magnitudes are RMSF (E) and SASA (F). Adapted
from [71]

Altogether, it has to be highlighted that the previous REST2 simulations in the

presence of CaM C-lobe did not achieve its final purpose, this is, efficiently sam-

pling the conformational space, since simulations starting from different conformations

raised different results. More precisely, changes in the orientation of the tryptophan

were not observed, even though it seems to be important in the folding process. It

is likely that the energy barrier that prevents this spin to happen is bigger than the
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thermal energy of the highest effective temperature that we could afford (373 K).

To overcome this limitation and confirm the presence of an energy barrier separating

those states we needed a different approach. Metadynamics simulations turn out to

be appropriate.

The systems used where the previously analyzed “one turn” and “two turns”, which

were already minimized and thermalized. As before, simulations were ran with the

CHARMM36 force field [21] in GROMACS 2021.3 [23] patched with PLUMED 2.7.2

[87]. For defining the collective variable for the addition of the Gaussians, the angle

formed by the center of mass of CaM C-lobe, Cα carbon of W431 and the center of mass

of the hexagonal aromatic ring of W431 was selected, the collective variable is depicted

in Fig. (3.5, A). Gaussian functions were added to the Hamiltonian every picosecond,

each centered around the value of the angle at that simulated time and with a height of

2.0 kJ/mol and a width of 0.5 rad. We observed that sometimes the addition of these

Gaussians provoked the dissociation of the CaM C-lobe and the channel fragment,

so we had to add a funnel-like potential to prevent it. 2500-ns-long, well-tempered

metadynamics simulations in the NPT ensemble showed two differentiated minima,

one near 0 rad of the previously described angle, this is pointing towards CaM, and

another near π rad, pointing towards the solvent, for both the “one turn” and the

“two turns” starting conformations, even though in the latter the minimum towards

CaM is more spread Fig. (3.5, A). While these simulations are not fully converged

(see the supplementary time series and convergence picture of the collective variable),

it is noteworthy that, in both cases, the orientation of the tryptophan towards CaM

seems to be more stable.

Further information of these simulations can be found in its materials and methods

github page [93], in particular the input files needed by gromacs to perform the MD

and also the input for the PLUMED plugin that contains the metadynamics parame-

ters, together with the time series and convergence of the collective variable for both

simulations.

With the information of the stability upon orientation angle and the secondary

structure analysis we can sketch the recognition mechanism of the SK2 channel by

CaM C-lobe Fig. (3.5). Conformational pool of the SK2 CaMBD fragment is mainly

formed by the “one turn”, “two turns” or coiled like conformations, according to the

NMR experimental results Fig. (3.2, A) and our REST2 simulations in the absence of

CaM Fig. (3.2, C). From these conformations CaM would select the productive confor-
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mations for SK2 CaMBD, namely both “two turns” conformations and the “one turn”

that has the tryptophan pointing towards the solvent. As revealed by the REST2

simulations, the rest of the α-helix would be induced afterwards, and in the case that

W341 is facing the solvent, it would have to rotate to point CaM, since experimental

structures have this tryptophan facing the CaM C-lobe [90].

Gathering the results from the simulations, it seems that the three most impor-

tant channel residues for inducing the helix are W431, V426, and L427; in fact, X-ray

studies have determined L427 and W431 to be the residues that interact the most

with the hydrophobic pocket of CaM C-lobe [90] and NMR experiments showed that

mutating V426 and L427 to glycines prevented the appearance of the pre-helix of the

SK2 CaMBD [2]. In our simulations, the role of these three residues can be sketched

as it seems that V426 and L427 need to make contacts with the hydrophobic pocket

of CaM, but there can be situations in which W431 can compete for these contacts

making the state less productive.

Finally, with the purpose of generalizing the interesting results obtained for the

SK2 channel to other CaM targets, REST2 simulations of several CaMBD fragments

(see Table 3.1) immersed in water were carried out, following the same methodology as

in the simulation referring to Fig. (3.2, C) [37]. The input parameters of each step of

the workflow for each simulation can be found in its materials and methods page [94].

The first step to generalize our results was to include the rest of the KCNN family

members, this is, the KCNN1,KCNN3 and KCNN4 channels. A further generalization

was to include some constructs that contain the so-called IQ-like binding motif, such

as KCNQ1, KCNQ2, MYH7, CAC1C, INVS or IQGA2. Further information of the

analyzed sequences can be found in Table 3.1. In order to assure that all effective

temperatures were sampled in all systems, the time series of the temperature indexes

of the first replicas are provided2, also exchange probabilities are provided3. The

secondary structure analysis of these targets aredisplayed in Fig. (3.6, A-H). It is

interesting that residues V426, L427 andW431 are conserved through the whole KCNN

family and the appearance of a robust pre-helix is also maintained, whereas those

structures that only have W431 such as KCNQ1 and KCNQ2 or do not have any of

the three residues, like MYH7, CAC1C, INVS, or IQGA2, show some helical content

2Follow the links for exchange time series of KCNN1, KCNN4 KCNQ1, KCNQ2, MYH7, CAC1C,
INVS or IQGA2

3Follow the links for exchange probabilities of KCNN1, KCNN4 KCNQ1, KCNQ2, MYH7, CAC1C,
INVS or IQGA2
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α-helix induction in SK2 by Calmodulin

Figure 3.5: A, free energy profile projected on the angle between the CaM C-lobe, the
Cα of W341 and its aromatic ring, in rad, computed by means of metadynamics simulations
for both the “one turn” and “two turns” conformations, along of 2.5 µs long simulations.
The error bars represent the standard deviation of the free energies along the last 200ns. B,
depiction of the mechanism of the SK2 CaMBD fragment recognition by CaM C-lobe that
arises from our simulations, which is a combination of the selection of the conformations of
SK2 CaMBD that have two helical turns and the induction of the rest of the helical content
together with a rotation if the selected conformation has W431 pointing to the solvent.
Adapted from [71]

but it is not as persistent as in the KCNN family. These results suggest that the

previously described mechanism can be generalized to the entire KCNN family since
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they exhibit similar behaviour (Fig. 3.2, C; Fig. 3.6 A-B), and that could also be

present in the IQ motifs, since the ones analyzed here are also able to form pre-helices

when immersed in water in the absence of CaM Fig. (3.6, C-H), even though they are

not as persistent as those of the KCNN family.

Entry name ID Sequence N➸ residues

KCNN1 HUMAN Q92952 NAAAN❱▲RET❲LIYKHT 17
KCNN2 HUMAN Q9H2S1 NAAAN❱▲RET❲LIYKNT 17
KCNN3 HUMAN Q9UGI6 NAAAN❱▲RET❲LIYKHT 17
KCNN4 HUMAN O15554 ESAAR❱▲QEA❲MFYKHT 17
KCNQ1 HUMAN P51787 PAAASLIQTA❲RCYAAE 17
KCNQ2 HUMAN O43526 NPAAGLIQSA❲RFYATN 17
MYH7 HUMAN P12883 SRIITRIQAQSRGVLAR 17
CAC1C HUMAN O13936 FYATFLIQEYFRKFKKR 17
INVS HUMAN Q9Y283 DIAAFKIQAVYKGYKVR 17
IQGA2 HUMAN Q13576 EENVVKIQAF❲KGYKOR 17

Table 3.1: Simulated constructs, referred to Fig. (3.6). Data provided are the UniProt
entry name, UniProt entry ID, simulated sequence and number of residues of each construct,
information extracted from the UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/), Uniprot en-
try IDs are linked to their data base page. Residues at positions 426, 427 and 431 are
highlighted for those sequences including V, L and W, respectively. Note that KCNN1 and
KCNN3 have the same sequence, so only one (KCNN1) was simulated.
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α-helix induction in SK2 by Calmodulin

Figure 3.6: A-H, secondary structure according to the DSSP definition [86] of some CaM
targets immersed in water and in the absence of CaM. Adapted from [71]
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3.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, a computational effort has been done in order to gain insight into

how CaM recognizes its targets, focusing on the channel KCNN2. Even though we

have assumed the starting conformation of the system composed by the SK2 CaMBD

fragment bound to the CaM C-lobe, enhanced sampling techniques had to be used in

order to observe α-helix formation; for that purpose, HREX REST2 simulations were

carried out. In the meanwhile, we realized that the orientation of W431 was crucial

for helix induction in the “one turn” simulations. However, angle transitions were

not observed throughout the simulations and we had to estimate the energy barrier

through metadynamics simulations.

Our results indicate that the recognition process takes place following a mixture

of the two established theoretical frameworks: conformational selection and induced

fit. There is both experimental and computational evidence that the SK2 CaMBD

fragment exhibits some helical content when immersed in water, Fig. (3.2, A) [2] and

Fig. (3.2, C), respectively. Suggesting that these helical turns are needed for the sub-

sequent recognition (conformational selection), but the apparent inability of forming

more helical content would imply that CaM is needed to achieve the full secondary

structure observed in experimental structures [76, 90]. In fact, the mechanism by

which this induction takes place has been observed in our HREX REST2 simulations

(Figs. 3.3, 3.4), also arising conformations that are not productive in terms of α-helix

formation, like the “one turn” pointing towards CaM. Aiming to generalize our re-

sults, other CaM targets immersed in water were simulated to check if they were able

to form some helical content in the absence of CaM Fig. (3.6). From the results it

was clear that the other members of the KCNN family have a similar behavior, and

presumably their α-helix will be induced in a similar manner. In contrast, other CaM

targets that contain an IQ-like motif exhibited a less persistent pre-helix, but it has to

be emphasized that helical content was observed in all targets, making us think that

the previously described process for target recognition would hold for them, and the

difference in pre-helix persistence could be related to the time extent of the recognition

process.
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Chapter 4

The W344R mutation

revisited

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will revisit the W344R mutation of the KV 7.2 channel, by applying

the methodology introduced in the previous chapter, this is, we will try to elucidate the

effect of the mutation in secondary structure formation through REST2 Hamiltonian

replica exchange simulations. The biological significance and experimental evidence

behind the W344R mutation was extensively reviewed in chapter 2, where we con-

cluded that this mutation is quite peculiar as it has different effects on CaM binding

depending on the nature of the experiment. More precisely, CaM binding is enhanced

in in vitro experiments but disrupted in in vivo experiments [1]. In this chapter we

will design two sets of simulations that resemble the conditions of both types of ex-

periments, with the aim of observing differences in secondary α-helix that could be

relevant for CaM recognition. The motivation of these calculations was to improve the

two-state-conformations hypothesis formulated in chapter 2, whose limitations were

commented in the conclusions section of that chapter.

4.2 Simulations in water

In the previous chapter, we validated a protocol to observe secondary structure forma-

tion of small fragments in water, based in the REST2 enhance sampling technique [80].
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In the following set of simulations we have used the same methodology, with the aim of

reproducing the in vitro conditions of a small mutated fragment of the KV 7.2 channel

near the mutation site, whose sequence is N334-PAAGLIQSARRFYAT-N350. After-

wards, the results will be compared with the wild type ones, N334-PAAGLIQSAWRFYAT-

N350, where the output of the latter was already given in Fig. (3.6, D). The building

of this fragment in aqueous solution was carried out by introducing the mutation to

the wild type system, whose building was described in detail in the previous chapter,

and is also given in the supplementary materials github page, together with the de-

tails of the protocol and input files of the simulations. As usual, the simulations were

carried out using GROMACS 2016.4 [16] with the CHARMM36 force field [21].

Figure 4.1: Secondary structure of the first replica of the REST2 simulations throughout
the simulated time, according to the DSSP definition [86]: wild type fragment (left) compared
with the W344R mutation (right).

From the simulations, the secondary structure of first replica was computed using

the DSSP definition [86] and was plotted throughout the simualted time in Fig. (4.1).

It is clear that the W344R mutation enhances α-helix formation when the fragment

is immersed in water. Exchange probabilities of the mutant were larger than those

of the WT, with a probability increase of about ∼ 20%, but both simulations were

able to explore the temperature space, as can be seen for the first replica of WT and

W344R and for all at once of WT and W344R. We hypothesize that this situation

would take place in in vitro experiments; the W344R mutation would bias the CaMBD

towards a folded state that would be more easily recognized by CaM, increasing the

experimental CaM binding observed in in vitro experiments [35].
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4.3 Simulations in the ribosomal tunnel

The second part of this chapter consists in trying to simulate the cotranslational ef-

fect introduced by the W344R mutation. For experimental reproducibility, we have

created a construct with the SecM arresting peptide linked to a small fragment of

the KV 7.2 channel, which will conform the nascent chain, so that we are simulating a

static system in which part of the S6 helix of the transmembrane domain and of the

hA helix of the CRD are arrested in the ribosomal tunnel [42]. The fragment of the

channel was chosen so that the 344 position was in the vestibule.

Before analyzing the results obtained, it is interesting to detail how these simula-

tions were set. The starting structure was one cryo-EM structure of the ribosome of

escherichia coli (E. Coli) that includes a part of the SecM arresting peptide in the ri-

bosomal tunnel (PDB ID: 3JVB) [95]. The KV 7.2 channel sequence was added to this

SecM peptide by using the “build” command in Pymol 2.4.1 [96], until we obtained

the situation of Fig. (4.2, A). However, in order to obtain a final structure with an

affordable number of atoms for subsequent HREX simulations, the ribosome tunnel

needed to be cropped. For doing so, the reduction was performed in the three dimen-

sions; on the one hand, only amino acids or nucleic acids with at least one atom less

than 1.2 nm away of the nascent chain were kept. This length was slightly increased

to 2.0 nm for the amino acids and nucleic acids conforming the exit of the tunnel,

trying to conserve as many interactions as possible between the part of the nascent

chain outside the tunnel and the ribosome. On the other hand, the highlighted pro-

line in Fig. (4.2, A) was selected as the end of the tunnel, meaning that the rest of

the SecM after this proline was removed from the system Fig. (4.2, A: sequence in

lighter purple) and it was taken as reference to crop the ribosome in the nascent chain

direction. When carrying out this reduction of the ribosome, amino acids or nucleic

acids were not broken, meaning that if one atom belonging to any amino or nucleic

acid satisfies one of the previous conditions the whole amino or nucleic acid is kept

in the system. However, when chains were broken, meaning that we broke peptide

bonds in proteins or phosphodiester bonds in RNA, patches were added to avoid the

introduction of extra charges in the system. Side and bottom views of the reduced

ribosome can be seen in Fig. (4.2, A and B) respectively, where the kept nucleic acids

are depicted in brown surface and the kept amino acids in orange, and the position

of W344 is highlighted in the nascent chain. The reduction of the ribosome was per-

formed with VMD [33]. Next, the system was placed into a dodecahedral box with
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a minimum distance between its sides and any nucleic acid or protein atoms of 1.0

nm, which was filled with of TIP3P water molecules [62]. A 0.15 M concentration

of KCl was added to mimic neuron physiology, and some additional potassium ions

were added to neutralize the total charge of the system. This resulted in the wild

type structure depicted in Fig. (4.2, C). The W344R mutation was introduced with

Pymol 2.4.1’s “mutagenesis” command [96] and is shown in Fig. (4.2, D). Finally,

GROMACS topologies of the systems were generated with CHARMMGUI [97].

Figure 4.2: A - B, side view and top view of the system formed by the ribosome (gray
area) and the nascent chain. Orange and brown areas are respectively proteins and nucleic
acids forming the tunnel kept in the simulations. The nascent chain sequence is provided in
A and spans part of the S6 transmembrane helix and of the hA in the KV 7.2 channel linked
to the SecM arresting peptide, where W344 is also showed. The highlighted proline of SecM
was used for cropping the ribosome. Starting conformations of the simulated systems: WT
(C) and W344R mutation (D), the “hot” subsystem is colored in yellow.
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For these systems, REST2 simulations were carried out to explore the conforma-

tional space of the nascent chains of wild type and mutant with special interest in

secondary structure formation. For that purpose, 15 replicas were set spanning a

range of effective temperatures of 300K to 450K, where the temperature of replica i

(i from 0 to 14) is given by Ti = T0(
T14

T0
)i/14. In this case, the “hot” subsystem of the

Hamiltonian is the same fragment that was simulated in water, and it is depicted in

yellow in Fig. (4.2, C and D), whereas the “cold” subsystem is the rest. For equili-

brating the systems the following protocol was employed, it is also described in the

github supplementary information page. The first step was to minimize the system

without any constraints, so that the atoms of the ribosome, nascent chain and sol-

vent could find a local minima that avoids atomic clashes. After the minimization, all

simulations were performed with physical restraints on the ribosomal atoms, since we

have cropped it, and on the first proline of the nascent chain, which belongs to the

SecM, so that the nascent chain does not detach from the ribosome throughout the

simulation. Then, to equilibrate the solvent and adjust the simulation box, a 100-ps

equilibration in the NVT ensemble where followed by another 200-ps equilibration in

the NPT ensemble, in both cases physical restraints on the nascent chain and ribo-

some were imposed, with constants of 10000 kJmol−1nm−1. To check the effects of

the restrictions, RMSD of WT and W344R during thermalizations are provided as

supplementary material. As usual, temperatures were kept at 298 K using a velocity-

rescaling thermostat [88] and pressure at 1 bar using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat

[89] in the NPT stage, all these steps were performed with the base Hamiltonian to

provide the starting conformation of all replicas in the REST2 simulations. Finally,

three independent 300-ns- long REST2 simulations were carried out, so that the total

collected time with the base Hamiltonian was 900 ns, all in the NPT ensemble as before

but without restrictions on the nascent chain, aside from its first proline. In fact, the

effect of removing the position restraints can be checked in the RMSD1 and RMSF2

plots, where it can be seen that most part of the contribution to the RMSF comes

from the amino acids K327 and H328, which are outside of the tunnel. The exchanges

probabilities were analyzed, these probabilities were around ∼ 60% for both WT and

the W344R simulations, even though the temperature interval had been increased in

this set of simulations compared to previous ones. This was translated into a proper

1Follow the links for RMSD of WT-replica1, WT-replica2, WT-replica3, W344R-replica1, W344R-
replica2, W344R-replica3

2Follow the links for RMSD of WT-replica1, WT-replica2, WT-replica3, W344R-replica1, W344R-
replica2, W344R-replica3
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exploration of all effective temperatures by the first replica3, except for the third run

of the mutant simulations. However, it was able to reach to the highest temperature

twice. As usual, exchanges of all replicas are also given4.

Throughout the simulations, cotranslational helix formation was observed for both

the wild type and the mutant constructs. This cotranslational helix formation was

computed with DSSP [86] and it is characterized in Fig. (4.3, A), where the percentage

of frames in which helical content appears for wild type and mutant is plotted, for each

amino acid of the REST2 “hot” subsystem.The helical content has been categorized

into α-helix and 310 helix, where the difference between both secondary structures

elements is the number of amino acids forming a helical loop. It has to be underlined

that the total helical content of WT almost doubles that of W344R, even though the

number of frames in which helical content was observed is low, about ∼ 3%, which is a

clear indicator that the ribosomal tunnel has a destabilizing effect on helix formation.

This effect has been reviewed in [98]. It happens for several proteins, where the cause

seems to be the net negative charge of the ribosomal tunnel, the goal of this effect

would be to avoid intermediate folding states that would avoid the formation of the

fully folded state.

It is also interesting to point out the effect of the mutation at the location of the

helices corresponding to peaks W344-1 and W344R-1 in Fig. (4.3, A). The mutated

arginine seems to displace the location of the helix, since it was not found to have

secondary structure throughout the simulations. In fact, the representative conforma-

tion of the W344R-1 peak show the helical content stops forming after the arginine, in

contrast to what happens in W344-1, where the tryptophan is part of the helix and as

a result it is located deeper in the ribosomal tunnel, both conformations are showed

in Fig. (4.3, A, right structures) .

To a lesser extent, there are a few conformations (representing around 0.25% of

the total simulated time), named W344-2 and W344R-2, in which helical content is

found along the P335-L339, residues which are located closer to the exit tunnel, and

in these conformations there are no significant differences between wild type and mu-

tant, which could be an indicator that the effect of the W344R mutation is mainly local.

With the aim of elucidating the mechanistic differences observed in the secondary

3Follow the links for exchanges of the first replica of: WT-replica1, WT-replica2, WT-replica3,
W344R-replica1, W344R-replica2, W344R-replica3

4Follow the links for exchanges of all replicas of: WT-replica1, WT-replica2, WT-replica3, W344R-
replica1, W344R-replica2, W344R-replica3
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structure formation, the contact probabilities between both nascent chains and the

ribosomal tunnel depicted as a circos plot in Fig. (4.3, B:left and right), respectively

Figure 4.3: Results of the REST2 cotransaltional simulations of wild type KCNQ fragment
and the mutated W344R fragment. A, Helical content probability for the wild type (black)
and the W344R mutant (red), for all amino acids of the “hot” subsystem of REST2 simula-
tions. All peaks are labeled and one of their most representative conformations is depicted,
following the color code introduced in Fig. (4.2). Circos plot of the contact probability of
W344 (left) and W344R (right) with all ribosomal amino acids and RNA. In the outer circle
the whole simulated sequence is depicted, with the nascent chain (NC) represented in red,
then the ribosomal proteins S11-L24 and finally the RNA sequence is represented in cyan,
the black lines connect position 344 with the contacted residue with the color depending on
the contact probability.
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[99].

From a visual inspection we can conclude that there are no major differences in

the contacts of the mutant and wild type with the ribosomal tunnel.

Finally, a comment on the convergence of these simulations should be made, we

conducted three replicas for both the wild type and the mutant of our concerns about

the reliability of the results due to the small helical content observed. To assess this

issue, we plotted the helical content obtained through different simulation times to see

if the final obtained results seem to be converged, this picture is in the supplementary

information page and clearly shows that the results of wild type and W344R are

converging towards very different values: as more time is simulated the percentage

of frames with helical content for the mutant are constantly diminishing, in contrast,

those for the wild type are constantly increasing. Therefore, with this simulated

time, the difference between the two systems seems clear, even though the calculated

percentages have to be considered as approximated.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have assessed the biological problem of the W344R mutation of the

KV 7.2 ion channel from a different perspective, based on a secondary structure analysis

instead of the two conformations described in the previous chapter, whose limitations

were also commented in its conclusions section. We have reproduced the conditions

of the in vitro experiments by simulating a fragment of the channel in aqueous so-

lution and the in vivo ones by simulating the fragment inside the ribosomal tunnel.

The main hypothesis behind this approach, based on the experimental evidence and

on our computational analysis presented in the previous chapter, is that some helical

content is needed for subsequent CaM recognition and folding of the channel. Within

this framework, the W344R mutation has been observed to significantly enhance the

α-helix formation for the simulated fragment in aqueous solution. Which we attribute

to the better CaM binding that this mutation has showed in in vitro experiments.

The simulated fragment is small but we believe that it can be representative, as this

fragment is critical for CaM binding. Moreover, the computational cost of REST2

severely restricted the maximun affordable size of the simulated fragments.

Regarding the fragments inside the ribosomal tunnel, we knew from the previ-

ous chapter that we were going to achieve nice exchange probabilities, as the “hot”
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subsystem was similar to the ones of the previous chapter, so we increased the temper-

ature range to further enhance the sampling. However, the obtained helical content

was drastically reduced when compared with the simulations in aqueous solution, but

some differences were found between WT and W344R. The WT fragment exhibited a

greater helical content probability (even though the total the probabilities were low)

and the mutated arginine shifted it in the sequence. The smaller amount of helical

content could be associated to an impaired CaM recognition and could explain the

experimental results obtained in vivo in which CaM binding was substantially re-

duced and led to a nonfunctional channel. However, to further test this hypothesis,

more simulations should be carried out at different points in the translation of the

channel to check if the small differences observed in helical content become larger at

more advanced stages of the synthesis. Additionally, other mutations could be sim-

ulated immersed in aqueous solution, to see if there is a correlation between folding

and CaM binding, for example the I340E mutation was found to be very deleterious

to CaM binding and channel functioning, so it could be used as a negative control [35].

To combine the results obtained with those of chapter 2, we would need a helical

turn spanning Q341 to W344R, as we defined the angles with the Cα of Q341 and

W344R when both were forming a helix. This was not seen in the cotranslational

simulations, as the W344R seems to move the location of the α-helix, making the

angles inconsistent. Nonetheless, we can keep the two types of interactions observed

for the mutated arginine5, and hypothesize that the helical content is the main feature

distinguishing these two channel variants and making W344R interact like the wild

type or not interact at all with CaM.

5Those were a native-like, strong interaction with CaM, leading to charge compensations and a
non-native-like interaction, mainly with water
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Chapter 5

MD analysis of activators of

5.1 Introduction

The following chapter will be the last one of this thesis and it is separated from the

previous ones, that refer mainly to cotranslational folding and secondary structure

adoption. This chapter is a computational effort to try to elucidate the effect of some

drugs on the full channel structures of the KV 7.2 and SK4 ion channels. Lately, as a

consequence of the revolution that the cryo-EM field is experiencing, a wide variety

of full ion channel structures have been reported with an outstanding resolution, in

particular KV 7.1, KV 7.2 [13, 34] and small conductance calcium activated SK channel

KCNN4 (also known as SK4) [76]. Furthermore, these structures have been obtained

in the presence of cofactors, like the PIP2 lipid, which plays a role in many signaling

events, or even drugs, offering the possibility to study their effect from a computational

perspective. Recall that cryo-EM structures only contain static information of a stable

conformation, meaning that some dynamical information can be obtained through

simulations to take the understanding of ion channels one step beyond.

Simultaneously, the increment of accessibility to computational power has made it

possible to simulate these full channel structures for periods of time of hundreds of

nanoseconds [100], or to build models by homology when only similar structures to

the target one were available [58]. In our case, it was possible to acquire the com-

putational power needed thanks to the Spanish high performance computing network

(RES), otherwise we would not have been able to perform the simulations.

In the case of the KV 7.2 channel, the two avalaible drugs were retigabine (RTG,
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PDB ID:7CR7) [34] and ZTZ240 (ZTZ, PDB ID: 7CR4) [34], which have been re-

ported as activators of the channel [34]. Furthermore, they have different effects on

the channel, on the one hand, ZTZ increases the maximum current amplitude and

enhances the voltage sensitivity so that less voltage differences are needed for gating,

whereas RTG only enhances voltage sensitivity. The two drugs presumably alter the

channel functioning in a different way. The fact that theri binding pockets lie in dif-

ferent domains support the idea that their mechanisms of actions are different. RTG

binds near the pore (see Fig. (5.1, A: cyan surface)), between helices S5, pore helix,

S6 (red) and helix S6’ of the adjacent monomer (blue). It maintains the tetramerical

arrangement of the channels as up to four RTG molecules can be found in the exper-

imental structure (see Fig. (5.1, B)). In contrast, ZTZ is bound to the voltage sensor

domain of the channel (Fig. (5.1, C: cyan surface)) and the drug also appears in the

four monomers (Fig. (5.1, D)).

To complement the variety of drugs under study, we added riluzole (RIL) to the

project. It is known to be the first FDA-approved treatment for amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, and current evidence indicates that this drug works by allosteric activation

of KCNN channels[3], as its binding pocket has been experimentally resolved in the

SK2 channel lying in the cytosolic domain, and more specifically in the calmodulin

binding domain [3]. It was possible then to build a model of the full channel structure

of SK4 [76] with RIL in the binding pocket defined by a reduced SK2 structure [3],

since the full channel of SK2 channel is not available. As depicted in Fig. (5.2, A:

cyan surface), RIL finds its binding pocket between the N-lobe of CaM (yellow) and

a small helix belonging to the voltage sensor domain of the channel (grey). Following

the observed behaviour of the drugs in the KV 7.2 channel, we placed one RIL molecule

in each monomer (see Fig. (5.2, B)). In this picture, the bottom view of the channel

is shown for a better visualization of the pocket, since RIL is located in the cytosolic

domain.

The question that we wanted to address in this project is whether it is possible to

characterize the effect of these drugs through simulations. We have to keep in mind

that MD simulations have limitations. For example, we are restricted to time scales

in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds, this is not enough for such large structures

to experience major conformational changes that could result in the experimentally

observed effects for the drugs. Moreover, the amount of data obtained from such large

simulations can be really cumbersome, as the variety of features that could be ana-
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the binding pocket of the drugs RTG and ZTZ
in the KV 7.2 channel. A, insight of the binding pocket of RTG (cyan surface), between
helices S5, pore helix, S6 of the voltage sensor domain (red), and the helix S6’ of the adjacent
monomer (blue). B, top view of the channel to show the four RTGs bound to the channel.
C, insight of the binding pocket of ZTZ, in the voltage sensor domain (red). For consistency,
the adjacent monomer is also showed (blue). D, top view of the channel bound to ZTZ, with
the drug appearing in the four monomers.

lyzed is enormous considering that the drugs have to work allosterically, considering

that the binding pockets of the drugs lie far from the pore but they actually influence

its opening. In order to deal with these two limitations, a computational graph-based

approach called “Network Analysis” [100] was created.

In this chapter, we will describe the methodology followed to build the systems

and run the simulations, as some bioinformatic tools were used. Then we will report a

characterization of the binding pocket of RIL in the SK4 channel, as there were some

dynamical properties that suggest a possible mechanism of action. Finally, the data

obtained from performing network analysis will be presented together with a thorough
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Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the homology model built for the binding pocket
of RIL in the channel SK4. A, insight on the binding pocket of RIL (cyan surface), between
the N-lobe of Calmodulin (yellow) and the voltage sensor domain of the channel (grey). B,
bottom view of the homology model of the SK4 channel in the presence of RIL, built from
the experimental binding pocket of the SK2 channel, for which the full channel structure is
not available.

description of the technique, which is given as an appendix.

5.2 Simulation details and preparation

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations of the full SK4 and KV 7.2 channels were

performed both in the presence and in the absence of the drugs, using the apo ones as

control systems (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). Each simulation will be run in triplicate, so we

will obtain a total of 15 trajectories.

Starting coordinates of KV 7.2 were taken from its APO full channel structure

(PDB ID: 7CR3 [34]), the one in the presence of ZTZ (PDB ID: 7CR4 [34]) and the

one in the presence of RTG (PDB ID: 7CR7 [34]). Since these structures does not

contain calcium ions, each N-lobe of calmodulins was loaded with two ions. Simi-

larly, starting structure of SK4 was its full channel structure (PDB ID: 6CNN [76]),

in this case N-lobe of calmodulin is fully loaded with two calcium ions and the C-

lobe was partially loaded with one. Missing residues were modeled with Swiss model

(https://swissmodel.expasy.org/), an online server that reads a sequence of amino
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Figure 5.3: Graphical representation of the full channel simulations performed, lipds are
represented as a brown surface; water solvent molecules, as red dots; dissolved ions, as yellow
spheres, and the channel-drug complexes and drugs hold the format of Fig. (5.1), for A, apo
run of KV 7.2 B, KV 7.2 in the presence of RTG and C, KV 7.2 in the presence of ZTZ, they
will be referred to as KV 7.2 APO, KV 7.2 RTG and KV 7.2 ZTZ.

acids and aligns it using as templates all proteins that have similar sequences [77, 78].

In our case, only a couple of loops were missing and therefore the templates used by

the program were the full channel structures, so our structures were not altered in this

step.

Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of the full SK4 channel simulations performed. Lipds
are represented as a brown surface; water solvent molecules, as red dots; dissolved ions, as
yellow spheres, and the chanel-drug complexes and drugs hold the format of Fig. (5.1), A,
apo run of SK4 and B, in the presence of RIL. They will be referred to as SK4 APO and
SK4 RIL, respectively.

To continue with the systems preparation, the CHARMM-GUI online server (https:

//www.charmm-gui.org/) was used [97]. All channels were inserted into a 130 Å-

long bilayer of POPC lipids except for the KV 7.2 channel in presence of RTG which
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was inserted into a 150 Å-long bilayer [101], since it is in a different conformation

that makes it wider in space. The systems were then solvated using TIP3P water [62],

selecting the option of pore water generation of step 1 of CHARMM-GUI. Also a 0.1

M KCl concentration was added in this step. Gromacs inputs for the equilibration

and production runs were also generated with CHARMM-GUI [102].

Finally, to avoid potential instabilities due to the random distribution of water

molecules by CHARMM-GUI, we removed the ones that lay within 2 Å of the protein

or within 8 Å of the membrane lipids.

The chosen parameters were based on the CHARMM force fields, the CHARMM-

36 force field was used for protein [21] and lipid atoms [103]. For the drugs, however,

there were no parameters available and we produced them using the CHARMM-GUI

ligand reader and modeller1 [104].

As stated before, there is no structural information on the RIL binding pocket in

SK4. Therefore, we performed a docking calculation to construct the initial structure,

taking the binding pocket of SK2 (PDB ID: 5V02) [3] as a starting point, into the full

channel structure of SK4 (PDB ID: 6CNN) [76], by means of the Schrodinger soft-

ware [105]. For such calculations, RIL was prepared with LigPrep [106] and the ion

channel with the protein preparation wizard [107], in this last step, potassium and cal-

cium atoms present in the structure were removed, as well as POV and LMT ligands,

which were located where the protein interacts with the membrane, and thus are of

no interest for this docking simulation, as they are not part of the binding site we are

interested in exploring. Finally, the docking calculations were carried out with Glide

[108]. Details of all the docking steps can be found in the supplementary information

github page.

To equilibrate the systems, the standard procedure of CHARMM-GUI was fol-

lowed. It consists of 6 steps, all of them in the NPT ensemble with constraints applied

to the membrane and protein. These constraints are gradually decreased in each step.

Following reference [100], we extended the last one to 3 ns; since the systems are quite

large, they might need more time to stabilize its root mean square deviation and, most

importantly, we wanted to be positive that the systems were perfectly equilibrated, as

the simulations are computationally very costly. Afterwards, three independent repli-

cas of 500 ns were produced for each system. All simulations were performed with

GROMACS 2016.4 [16].

1All force field parameters can be found in the “toppar” folders inside each simulation’s folder of
the supplementary information repository.
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For this set of simulations, supporting information is provided in its supplementary

information github page [109]. For each run, input files for all simulation steps are

provided. In the case of the last thermalization step, the RMSD of all protein atoms

is also provided, as a proof that extending this step resulted in properly thermalized

systems2. In the case of the production runs, together with the final snapshot of each

replica a plot with the RMSF of each amino acid throughout the simulation can be

found. In those plots, the different domains have been projected on the background to

ease the visualization3. Also RMSD of the mambrane domain, CaM and C-terminal

domain (CTD) can be found4. It is interesting that, in general, the CTDs of the

KV 7.2 channels have more mobility than the SK4 ones, mainly because of the swinging

movement of helix hC. In the RMSD and the RMSF plots of the production runs, the

error plotted is the standard deviation from the four monomers of the channels. It

has to be underlined that, due to the symmetry of the channels, magnitudes will

be computed for each monomer. As each system is simulated in triplicate, we will

essentially have 12 monomers simulated for 500 ns each.

5.3 Riluzole’s pocket characterization

A detailed characterization of the binding pocket of RIL will now be presented. Among

the three drugs studied, it is the only one whose full channel structure is not experi-

mentally resolved. Therefore, a full characterization of the pocket obtained from the

simulations is certainly valueble.

The first question addressed was whether RIL is actually stable in this pocket. To

do so, its root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) was computed, yielding a value of

(0.19±0.03) nm. This means that, in average, the standard deviation of the positions

of all atoms belonging to the drug is 0.19 nm5, which is a typical value due to thermal

fluctuations. The error of the magnitude comes from the standard deviation over all

four RILs that a channel can admit and over the three runs performed. After the sta-

bility of the drug in the pocket was settled, we can define the elements of the pocket,

2Follow the links for RMSD during last equilibration step for KV 7.2 APO KV 7.2 RTG KV 7.2 ZTZ
SK4 APO SK4 RIL

3Follow the links for RMSF during production for KV 7.2 APO(1,2,3) KV 7.2 RTG(1, 2,3)
KV 7.2 ZTZ(1,2,3) SK4 APO(1, 2,3) SK4 RIL(1,2,3)

4Follow the links for RMSD during production for KV 7.2 APO(1,2,3) KV 7.2 RTG(1,2,3)
KV 7.2 ZTZ(1,2,3) SK4 APO(1,2,3) SK4 RIL(1,2,3)

5Since the channel can diffuse through the membrane, center of mass translations were subtracted
from the RMSF calculations.
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namely the linker S4S5a and the N-lobe of CaM (CaM N-lobe). A snapshot of the

pocket is showed in Fig. (5.5, A) with each α-helix labeled, and each residue is colored

according to its probability contact with RIL. The numerical values of these proba-

bilities together with their standard deviation over monomers and runs are provided

in (Table 5.1). Some of the CaM residues interacting with RIL have been stated to

suffer side chain rearrangements when bound to the SK2 CaMBD [3], namely (Leu-32,

Met-51, Glu-54, and Met-71).

Linker S4S5a

ResID P ∆P

Ser-181 0.95 0.03
Ile-182 0.15 0.05
Ala-184 0.994 0.004
Leu-185 0.9998 0.0003
Gln-187 0.7 0.2

CaM N-lobe

ResID P ∆P

Phe-19 0.99 0.02
Ile-27 0.9 0.2
Leu-32 0.9 0.2
Met-51 0.9 0.3
Ile-52 0.7 0.3
Glu-54 0.6 0.2
Val-55 0.99 0.02
Ile-63 0.97 0.04
Phe-68 0.99 0.02
Met-71 0.999 0.008
Met-72 0.5 0.2
Lys-75 0.92 0.01

Table 5.1: List of residues that are in contact with riluzole in more than 10% of the frames,
the chosen contact length is 4.5 Å. P is the mean value of the contact probability and ∆P is
the standard deviation over monomers and runs.

In order to investigate if the presence of the drug alters the behavior of the residues

in the pocket, we computed the root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of each residue

of the CaM N-lobe, which is plotted in Fig. (5.5, B) and of each residue of the linker

S4S5a, showed in Fig. (5.5, B - inset), in both cases in the presence and in the absence

of the drug. As usual, the error is the standard deviation over monomers and runs.

For most CaM N-lobe and S4S5a linker amino acids, the computed error bars of the

RMSF of the holo and apo simulations overlap, indicating that the presence of the

drug does not cause any substantial differences. However, for residues 54 to 64 of the

CaM N-lobe, we see a statistically significant reduction of their mobility. It turns out

that this segment, depicted in Fig. (5.5, C - yellow), is very relevant, as it is one of

the loops that can accommodate a calcium ion in the starting structure and through-

out the simulation. To have an alternative description to validate this difference in
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Figure 5.5: Characterization of the binding pocket of riluzole in the SK4 channel.A,
Contact probability of RIL (green) within its binding pocket (PRil). Helices belonging to
the CaM N-lobe or the linker S4S5a are labeled. B, RMSF of all amino acids belonging to
the binding pocket depicted in A, where the S4S5a linker is showed as an inset. Values of
apo runs are connected by black lines and RIL values, by red lines. The standard deviation
over the four monomers of each of the three runs is showed as a dashed fill. C, difference
of interaction probability of residues 54-64 (yellow) with the rest of the binding pocket,
∆Ploop = PAPO

loop − PRIL
loop , so that the blue color means that the residue interacts more with

the yellow loop in the apo runs. D, Histograms of the interaction energy of Ca2+ with nearby
protein residues or RIL if present (left) and the RMSD with respect to the minimun energy
frame of apo and Ril runs (right), information of all monomers of all runs were used to
construct the histogram.

mobility, we computed the contact probability of each amino acid of the pocket with

the loop, Ploop. The difference between the probabilities of the apo runs and in the

presence of the drug ∆Ploop = PAPOloop − PRILloop is showed in Fig. (5.5, C). There were

no residues with a higher contact probability with the loop in the presence of RIL and

residues Leu-32, Gln-49, Met-51 and Met-71 yielded values of ∆P (Leu-32) = 0.4±0.3,
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∆P (Gln-49) = 0.2±0.3, ∆P (Met-51) = 0.2±0.3 and ∆P (Met-71) = 0.6±0.2, mean-

ing that, in the presence of the drug, the loop interacts less with these residues, which

can be interpreted as the loop being less flexible to make the contacts that it usually

does in the absence of the drug.

We wanted to correlate differences in flexibility with other quantities that would

allow us to state a hypothesis of the effect of the drug in the channel. With this

objective, we computed the interacting energy of the Ca2+ bound to the loop under

study with all protein residues and RIL (in the runs that is present) for all time steps

of all simulations, by means of the NAMD energy plugin [15] implemented in VMD

[33] with the CHARMM36 force field [21]. A histogram of the computed energies is

showed in Fig. (5.5, D - left). It is interesting that, for the runs in the presence of

RIL, the histogram shows a Gaussian-like distribution with a minor shoulder around

high energies (∼ −750 kcal/mol). This Gaussian shape is expected as the interaction

energies are dominated by the thermal fluctuations of the system. In contrast, for

the apo runs, a bigger shoulder is found around ∼ −750 kcal/mol. This increment of

probability for higher energy terms could be revealing and would imply that the ion

would be more stable in the presence of RIL. Finally, we computed the RMSD of the

atoms that are less than 5 Å away from the ion and depicted it as a histogram in Fig.

(5.5, D - right), using the frame of smallest energy from the three runs of each system

to set the reference for the RMSD calculation. As before, there is a marked shoulder

around high deviations for apo. To connect the two ideas that we have introduced,

this is, that RIL decreases the mobility of the loop and increases energetical stability,

we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient of the energy and the RMSD, defined

as:

corr(E,RMSD) =
monomers
∑

j

frames
∑

i

(Eij − E)(RMSDij −RMSD)

∆E∆RMSD
(5.1)

yielding a result of 0.52 for APO and 0.32 for Ril, supporting the idea that there is a

connection between calcium stability and mobility of the loop. The smaller correlation

for RIL can be another symptom that the thermal effect is more relevant in the presence

of the drug. These results also suggest that the molecular mechanism of the drug would

be to stabilize the loop in order to enhance the stability of the bound calcium ion,

which is consistent with RIL acting as a channel activator by enhancing its affinity for

calcium ions [3]. This hypothesis agrees with the fact that amino acids Gly-25, Gly-
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61, Gly-98, and Gly-134, each belonging to one CaM loop holding a calcium ion, were

experimentally found to be perturbed in the [CaM-SK2 CaMBD-RIL] complex (PDB

ID: 5V02) [3], leading the authors to think that these glycines act as RIL-mediated

hinges that make subtle changes increasing Ca2+ affinity.

5.4 Network Analysis

5.4.1 Introduction

With the aim of studying allosteric regulations within proteins (i. e. long-range in-

teractions), graph theory has been drawing an increasing attention over the last two

decades [110–113]. Graph theory is a mathematical theory that consists in extracting

information out of a graph, which is a set of nodes connected by edges. These nodes

will usually have structural features of the system topology; for example, they can

be the α-carbon of one amino acid. Notice that this definition of the node implies

a simplification of the system as all information corresponding to one amino acid is

contained in one node, as in the case of coarse grained force fields. Finally, edges will

take into account the connection between the nodes of our system. These connections

are translated into a square matrix, usually called the adjacency matrix Aij , whose

matrix elements are equal to zero if nodes i and j are not connected, and a positive

value otherwise, so that Aij accounts for the strength of connections between nodes

but also if they are connected at all.

The main reason for introducing graph theory to the analysis of our simulations

is the concept of node centrality. Essentially, it assesses the importance of the nodes

within the network. Several ways of defining centrality have been proposed [114] but,

when applied to allosteric regulation, the common method is to make use of between-

ness centrality, which has been found to distinguish relevant residues in allosteric

signaling [115–117]. Betweenness centrality, also known as geodesic centrality, is the

fraction of all possible shortest paths connecting any pair of nodes of our system that

cross a given node. This magnitude provides information about which nodes are more

important for general propagation of signals, a node that has low betweenness central-

ity will be in the outskirts of the topology and will be less involved in transmitting any

signal. Therefore, centrality measures are capable of translating all the information

contained in the edges of the graph into a single number for each node, drastically

reducing the amount of data that will be analyzed.
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There are some systems in which the start and end of the signal is known and the

interest lies in how this signal is transmitted. This is the case of ion channels, in which

the pore is allostericaly connected to the C-lobe of calmodulin, in the case of Ca2+-

gated channels where CaM acts as a Ca2+ sensor, or to the voltage sensor domain, in

the case of voltage-gated channels. In these cases, the knowledge of the starting and

ending nodes of the signal changes the recommended definition of centrality, we will

be interested not only on the shortest paths but also in all nodes that might have a

contribution for propagating the signal. Otherwise we might have instabilities when

applying the method to molecular dynamics as different replicas might yield different

shortest paths and there might also be fluctuations over time.

Recently, current-flow betweenness centrality (CFB), a new methodology for com-

puting betweenness centralities, has been introduced [117]. In this framework the

start and end of the signal need to be specified and its foundations are based on the

analysis of electrical circuits [118]. Additionally, it has been proved that this measure

is the asymptotic limit of a random-walk-based method [119]. The advantages of this

method with respect to the geodesic shortest path is that it has been proven to be

more robust, computationally less expensive and it is a cut-off free method [117], being

the latter an improvement with respect to suboptimal pathway calculations [120].

Given that graph theory only requires a set of nodes and the connections between

them, the abstraction of the protein into a graph can be very varied, as reviewed in

[112]; for proteins, most works consider that each node is an amino acid, but for the

weights of the connections there is no consensus in the definition. Some works make

use of unweighted graphs (all edges are equal to 1), and, in others, the weights are the

number of atoms that are in contact between the two nodes, the inverse of the averaged

distance, or the average contact energy, among others. Finally, Network Analysis will

be the application of graph theory to compute the current-flow betweenness centrality

of the nodes of our system. In the following paragraphs, we will see the exact definition

of our graph and the mathematical foundations behind the calculations.

5.4.2 Definition of the network

For the definition of our network, we followed the methodology presented in [100,

121]. Each amino acid refers to one node and lipids will be separated into three

(i. e. one node for the hydrophilic head and two for the hydrophobic tails). The
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adjacency matrix will be the product of the contact map and the mutual information

of the fluctuations of the positions of the pair of nodes, so that both structural and

dynamical information of our simulated system is introduced into the network.

The contact map will contain structural information of our system and will help

us to discard each pair of non-interacting nodes, making the calculation of the graph

easier. To determine it, we will not use a binary value; instead, for distances smaller

than the cutoff c = 4.5 Å, the probability will be set to one but for bigger distances

a smoother probability distribution K(d) will be used so that the probability goes

smoothly to zero, as it has been proven to be more reliable [117]:

K(dij) =
exp(− d2ij

2σ2 )

exp(− c2

2σ2 )
(5.2)

where dij is the distance between atoms i and j. This distribution is used up to a

cutoff of 8 Å, the standard deviation of the gaussian σ is 1.38 Å. All the dynamical

information of the simulation is translated into the contact map as the value of K(dij)

is averaged over all time steps. Since we are performing this average, the appropriate

time scale for these technique will be around the hundreds of nanoseconds, as no major

conformational changes are sought but statistical robustness is required. Otherwise,

we might obtain unrealistic contact maps.

The contact map determines the connections in our network, but we also want

to add the information about the correlation between the fluctuations of each pair of

nodes. This is achieved by computing the mutual information matrix of the atomic

fluctuations. The mutual information of two random variables contains the information

can be obtained from one variable by knowing the other one. In other words, how

correlated the two variables are. In our case, we will compute the matrix of mutual

information Mij , for two nodes (or amino acids) i and j:

Mij(x, y) =

∫

ρij(x, y)ln
ρij(x, y)

ρi(x)ρj(y)
dxdy (5.3)

where ρi(x) and ρj(y) are the probability density distributions of nodes i and j fluctu-

ating by x and y around their resting positions, so using x and y is a compact notation

for displacements x− x and y− y; similarly ρij(x, y) is the joint probability density,

this is the probability that node i has a fluctuation x and node j has a fluctuation j.

The mutual information is defined as a non-negative value. Notice that, in particular,

if variables x and y are independent, the joint probability distribution is equal to the
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product of the marginal distributions, ρij(x.y) = ρi(x)ρj(y), so that the mutual infor-

mation is zero when the variables are not correlated. The mutual information can be

written in terms of the statistical entropies (H), of the variables :

Mij(x, y) = Hi(x) +Hj(y)−Hij(x, y) (5.4)

Where the entropies are defined as Hi(x) = −
∫

ρilnρi(x)dx, this relation is important

since, in practice, the mutual information will be computed in terms of the entropies,

as it is computationally less costly. Its mathematical derivation is attached as part of

Appendix A, and further information on how Eq. (5.4) is computed in practice can

be found in [121]. Finally, the adjacency matrix will be defined as the product of the

averaged contact map and the mutual information: K(dij)Mij for nodes i 6= j and 0

for the diagonal elements.

5.4.3 Current flow betweeness centrality

To characterize the allosteric pathways in our system, we will compute the Current

Flow Betweeness centrality (CFB). It will help us illustrate which amino acids are

more important to transmit a given signal. The main idea is that we are computing

all possible paths connecting sources and sink, characterizing how much information

flows through each node and pouring it into the centrality measure. In Appendix A

a thorough derivation of its mathematical expression [118] can be found, here we just

write its expression:

τi =
1

2|S0|
∑

s,j

|pi(s)− pj(s)|Aij (5.5)

In sort, we compute the information current passing through node i, coming from all

its adjacent nodes j, and this is repeated for all sources s, so the final value is normal-

ized by the total number of sources S0. Note that the information flow is treated as an

electrical current, so the previous equation is like Ohm’s law, in which the electrical

current is the potential difference between nodes times the conduntance (this is, the

inverse of the resistance).

As introduced before, in the particular case of ion channels, the sources will be

the gating charges of the voltage sensor domain in the case of KV 7.2, or the C-lobe

of calmodulin for both studied channels, since the SK4 channel is voltage insensitive

[30]. The sink will always be the pore, following reference [100]. The identification of

these residues for the KV 7.2 and the SK4 channels was carried out following references
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[34] and [76], respectively. these residues can be found at Table 5.2. In the following

section, we will start by reviewing how the results are provided. A more detailed

explanation of the calculations and the code used can be found in [122].

Table 5.2: Residues used to define the sources and sinks of the studied signals.

Sources KV 7.2 SK4

VSD gating charges 198, 201, 207, 210 (Arg) -
CaM C lobe 80-148 80-148

Sinks KV 7.2 SK4

Pore 314 (Ser) 282 (Val)

5.5 Current flow betweenness centrality calculations

In this section, the calculations of the CFB for all simulations are presented , for

both the KV 7.2 and the SK4 channels. Before we start, let’s comment on how this

magnitude is represented in the following figures. Since the channels have four iden-

tical monomers, the signal will be defined to begin at the source residues of the four

monomers and to end at the four pore residues. From the definition of the supply vec-

tor (see Appendix A), each term of the sum in Eq. (5.5) comprises one source residue

and all sinks, so when we are computing the signal starting in the CaM C-lobe, for

example, we are averaging over the signals starting in all its residues of each monomer

and all arriving at the four pore residues.

The calculation of a signal will then give the CFB of all amino acids of the tetramer,

but, for simplicity, in the following plots these are averaged over the monomers so that

only one monomer is presented.

It also stands out that the pore residues have a zero CFB value in all plots, as

stated in the mathematical derivation of Appendix A, for a CFB calculation both the

pore and the sources are given a value of zero, and the pore is the same in all terms of

Eq. (5.5) so its value is always zero when averaging between sources and monomers.

Conversely, each term of Eq. (5.5) refers to a signal starting in that source and we

set that value to zero, but different terms referring to nearby sources will yield a CFB

different from zero, so that, after averaging, the total CFB is different from zero.

Finally, we will also compute the averages over the three different replicas that we

have for each system. Therefore, the depicted errors as will be the standard deviation

over the different runs and monomers.
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As we can see in figure Fig. (5.6, A), we represented the current flow betweenness

centrality of all amino acids of the channel and calmodulin, ordered by sequence. For

clarity, we have joined the CFBs of the different residues with solid lines, and also

we have illustrated the different domains by coloring the background, adopting the

following color code: transmembrane helices S1-S6 are in blue, intracellular helices

hA-hB-hC are in yellow and calmodulin lobes are in green. Before we comment on the

results, let’s address the general features of these graphs for the sake of clarity, taking

advantage of the fact that the mathematical derivation of the magnitude is presented

in Appendix A.

5.5.1 General features

CFB can be seen as the propagation of an information current, modeled using circuit

theory. Therefore, we used current conservation laws in the mathematical derivation,

meaning that the current that flows into one node is equal to the one flowing out of it,

so that nodes located near an important node will benefit from it and will necessarily

have greater centralities. In other words, the magnitude of the centrality also accounts

for the location of the node. One example of this is that, in all plots, residues near the

sources or sinks have in general high centrality. This is because the information flows

from sources to sinks and is conservative, so it will spread from the sources and will

gather around the sinks, increasing the centrality of the nodes nearby. This introduces

an overestimation near the sources and sinks and, therefore, it has to be taken into

account. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to estimate a cut-off from which this effect

is negligible.

A common feature of the graphs is that, in general, the CFB is higher in amino

acids belonging to helices. This can be due to the fact that secondary structure makes

the motion of amino acids to be more correlated, making them excellent transmitters

of information flow. Conversely, unstructured linkers have more freedom to fluctuate,

resulting (in general) in a lower mutual information with the surrounding residues,

blocking the information flow signal.

Another interesting aspect is that, in helices, the graphs tend to have a saw-tooth-

like shape, if we look closely, it can be noticed that it has the same periodicity of the

helical turns, as in this case the information follows two paths: it travels following the

sequence but also straightly jumping through the hydrogen bonds, the latter effect is

the one responsible of the saw-tooth like shape.
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In general, we will compare the obtained CFBs with the ones of the control systems,

since it will be difficult to rationalize a given CFB value and also the plots are not

easy to read.

After this introduction to the CFB calculations using the Network Analysis method-

ology, we are in position to present the obtained results.

5.5.2 Apo KV7.2

Figure 5.6: Results obtained from the Network Analysis for the KV 7.2 apo runs. A,
mean CFB obtained for each residue for all apo runs, for the signal traveling from the VSD
gating charges to the pore (blue) and from the CaM-C lobe to the pore (red). The standard
deviation over different runs and monomers is showed as dashed fills. The domains of the
channel are colored in the background. B, Difference between the CFB of the VSD-pore
signal and the CaM C-lobe-pore signal. The gating charges are depicted as orange balls; the
pore, as a yellow one and the CaM C-lobe is colored in purple. C, data extracted from [100]
in which the authors performed the same calculations as in A but for the KV 7.1 channel.
Some centrality hubs are emphasized and, at the top, the domain to which each amino acid
belongs is shown.

Let us analyze now the CFB results, considering the general comments previously
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made. To begin with, for the KV 7.2 channel in the absence of drugs, the signals starting

at the gating charges of the VSD and at the CaM C-lobe have been represented in

Fig. (5.6, A: blue) and in the Fig. (5.6, B: red), respectively. Looking at the first

one, we can have a feeling of how the signal is transmitted from the VSD gating

charges to the pore. Firstly, there is a great hub of centrality around helices S4 and

S6, as the sources are located in S4 and the sink in S6. Also, S5 exhibits a high

centrality, and to a lesser extent S1, S2 and S3. It is very important to know the

three-dimensional arrangement of these helices and the positions of the gating charges

to conclude that, roughly speaking, the flow follows mainly three paths: through S5’,

where the apostrophe stands for the fact that it belongs to the contiguous monomer

(arginine 198 and 201 are in contact with S5’), through the S4S5 linker (arginine 207

and 210 are closer to the S4S5 linker) and, to a lesser extent, through S1 (arginine 201

faces also the S1 helix).

In the case of the signal flowing from the CaM C-lobe to the pore, showed in Fig.

(5.6, B: red), it can be noticed that the centralities differ considerably with respect to

the VSD-pore signal; as expected, there are centrality hubs in the CaM C-lobe (source)

and near the pore (sinks). However, this time there is an increase in the centrality of

the residues near S6 and hA helix, as part of the signal is now traveling through the

the cytosolic domain, while the rest goes through the transmembrane domain as in the

previous case. Looking at the cytosolic domain, there are two big hubs of centrality.

One is hA helix together with its linker to the pore domain, and the other is the linker

between hB and hC, which also lies near the pore.

To elucidate the disparity of the two signals, we can compute their difference for

each amino acid; results for the CFB of the VSD-pore signal minus the CaM C-lobe-

pore one are showed in Fig. (5.6, B). In this case, the results have been projected onto

the three-dimensional structure of a monomer. It is clear that the whole cytosolic

domain is influenced mostly by calmodulin and the transmembrane domain by the

VSD charges, there are some exceptions in the latter though, like the residues before

S1 and the region near the S2S3 linker, which lie near CaM.

Our results are similar of those published in [100] for the Kv7.1 channel, showed

in Fig. (5.6, C), whose structure is very similar to that of Kv7.2 [13]. In fact, all the

S1-S6 and hA-hC domains are conserved. Note that, in Fig. (5.6, C), the centralities

of CaM residues are not showed. When comparing our centralities with theirs, it

stands out that their pore helix, a small helix that lies between S5 and S6 in the
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sequence, has a bigger centrality, both when the signal starts in the VSD or in the

CaM C-lobe, which could be an indicator that the pore helix is more important for

the KV 7.1 channel. Furthermore, in the case of the of the signal starting from the

CaM C-lobe, they observed a high peak in the S2-S3 linker, which lies very close to

the CaM C-lobe. Its absence in the KV 7.2 channel and the fact that our centralities

at the residues before the S1 helix (also close to the CaM C-lobe) are higher, might

indicate that the communication between CaM and the transmembrane domain could

be different in the channels. However, this does not seem easy to check experimentally,

and the cause could just be that the experimental structures of the two channels are

in slightly different conformations.

5.5.3 Drugs

Continuing with the results obtained, we can comment on how the different drugs affect

the current flow betweenness centrality of the channels. As introduced before, one of

the key aspects of the selected drugs is the variety of the binding pocket locations (see

Figs. (5.1-5.2)), so that, presumably, the effect of the drugs should be different. Let

us analyze the effect of the different drugs separately.

ZTZ240 (ZTZ)

The ZTZ binding pocket was showed in Fig. (5.1, C and D), it is situated between

the four helices that constitute the VSD. When the signal starts in the VSD gating

charges, it has a CFB of 0.016± 0.004, which is similar to that of residues belonging

to the S1, S2 or S3 helices. All centralities for this signal are depicted in Fig. (5.7,

A). In general, when comparing with the apo curve, we can see that the plots are

very similar, but there are many small differences in the height of some peaks. The

one that we found that could be the most important is that at Phe-248; the gain of

betweenness of this residue in the presence of the drug could indicate that the drug

enhances the communication with the pore through this amino acid. To elucidate this,

we computed the contact probability of Phe-248 with the nearby residues, observing a

noticeable increment with several residues in the VSD in the presence of the drug when

compared to apo channel, they are depicted in Fig. (5.7, B). It stands out that there

is an increment with Arg-198 and Arg-201, which are two of the four gating charges,

but also with three more residues in the S4 helix, namely Phe-202 and Ile-205. This

results suggest that the presence of ZTZ implies a small rearrangement of the VSD

so that the communication with S5’ is enhanced through the Phe-248 residue, which
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would serve as a bridge connecting the two domains.

The importance of the communication between S4 and S5’ can be illustrated if,

instead of including the sources of the four monomers in the sum of Eq. (5.5), we

consider them separately, and assign the name of chain 1 to the monomer in which

the signal is originated and chain 4 to the adjacent one; chains 2 and 3 will not be

represented as their amino acids will almost not exhibit CFB, except for amino acids

near the pore, as they lie far from chain 1. Therefore, we can have, as before, 12 signals

to obtain the standard deviation but still have the information of how the signals jump

between monomers. As can be seen in Fig. (5.7, C), much information that came from

the VSD of chain 1, (Fig. (5.7, B: cyan)) jumps to chain 4 (Fig. (5.7, B: dark blue)).

This is expected, since this channel exhibits a domain-swapped conformation, which

means that its monomers are interlaced.

Going back to the standard type of plot for the signals, when it flows from the

CaM C-lobe to the pore we do not observe any major changes with respect to APO

worth commenting, it is showed in Fig. 5.8). In this case, the CFB of the drug is

0.007± 0.003, smaller than the previous situation. This indicates that the drug would

be more involved in the signal that starts at the VSD, which can be related to the

position of its binding pocket.

Retigabine (RTG)

The binding pocket of RTG is depicted in Fig. (5.1, A and B), it is located next

to helix S6 and facing the membrane. Looking at the results, RTG shows a CFB of

0.022 ± 0.008 for the signal starting at the VSD and 0.015 ± 0.005 when starting at

the CaM C-lobe. The VSD-pore signal is showed in Fig. (5.9, A), we do not observe

any difference in the transmembrane domain when compared with the apo runs, and

the cytosolic domain has low CFB, indicating that in this case almost all information

goes through the membrane. Conversely, there are more differences between apo and

RTG when the signal starts in the CaM C-lobe, as it can be seen in Fig. (5.9 B):

there is a CFB reduction in helix S1 and the previous residues and an enhancement

in the cytosolic domain. This would indicate that there is less communication with

CaM and for that reason more information would flow through the cytosolic domain.

To rationalize these results we have to comment on a peculiarity of the structure

of the channel in the presence of RTG: it exhibits what is called a CTD-straight

conformation, depicted in Fig. (5.9, C: red), where CTD stands for C-terminal domain,

in which the S6-hA linker is different with respect to the apo and ZTZ structures in

Fig. (5.9 C: blue), in presence of RTG this linker no longer exist as helices S6 and
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Figure 5.7: Results obtained from the Network analysis for the KV 7.2 simulations in the
presence of the ZTZ drug. A, CFB results of the VSD-pore signal in the presence of the
drug ZTZ (red) compared with those of the apo runs (black). B, visualization of Phe-248
amino acid (green) belonging to S5’ in chain 4 (adjacent monomer, in blue), and some of the
interacting residues of S4 in chain A (cyan), namely Ser-199, Phe-202 and Ile-205 (orange)
and the gating charges Arg-198 and Arg-201 (red) with a table comparing the interaction
probability of these residues with Phe-248 in S5’ in the apo channel and in the presence
of the drug. C, breakdown of the CFB by chains. For this calculation, the CFB has not
been averaged over the monomers, chain 1 and 4 refer to the cyan and blue monomers in B,
respectively.

hA are united into one straight helix (CTD straight). Conversely, in the apo and the

ZTZ structures this linker has no secondary structure and forms an angle (CTD bent).

This structural change has other peculiarities, as it causes the separation of calmodulin

from the VSD. This would explain then the differences observed in Fig. (5.9, B), as

CaM is further away from the VSD, it does not interact with the residues before S1,

lowering its centrality, and the residues between hA and S6 exhibit an increase of their

centrality due to their different secondary structure.

It is difficult to obtain insights on the effect that this drug has on the channel, aside

from the conformational changes observed in the experimental structure. Taking a

different perspective, we can state that the technique is able to detect conformational
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Figure 5.8: CFBs of the KV 7.2 and CaM amino acids for the CaM C-lobe-pore signal in
the presence of ZTZ (red) compared to the apo runs (black).

changes, even though in this case it was obvious from visualizing the structures.

Riluzole (RIL)

Regarding RIL and the SK4 channel, the pocket modeled according to the experimen-

tal information available lies between the CaM N-lobe and the helicoidal linker S4S5a,

depicted in Fig. (5.2). As stated before, the SK4 channels have lost the sensitivity

for potential differences [30], so only the CaM C-lobe-Pore signal is studied, and is

showed in Fig. (5.10, A). The CFB of RIL for this signal is 0.03± 0.02, which is quite

large considering the centrality of the amino acids belonging to the pocket , and it

shows a larger standard deviation than the previous drugs. This made us consider the

robustness of the calculations between different runs, which will be commented later

on, but before we get to that let us comment on the centralities plotted in Fig. (5.10,

A). Several residues in the pocket show a small increment of their CFB. Some of them

are in the CaM N-lobe and two are in the S4S5a linker and in the linker connecting

this helix to helix S4. However, these increments are not statistically significant as

their errors overlap with those of the apo runs. Additionally, there is an increment

in CFB on the S2-S3 linker and in the hA helix. The S2-S3 linker can be found in

Fig. (5.2, A); it is the gray linker lying very close to the dark blue one (which is

the hB helix of the monomer in front). Also, small reductions in all areas that lie in
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Figure 5.9: Results of the Network Analysis for the KV 7.2 channel in the presence and the
absence of RTG. A, CFB of the KV 7.2 and CaM amino acids in the apo (black curve) and
RTG (red curve) run for the VSD-pore signal. B, CFB of the amino acids of the sequence in
the apo run (black curve) and RTG run (red curve) for the signal starting in the CaM C-lobe
and ending in the pore. C, Three-dimensional starting structure of the apo run (blue), which
is in the CTD bent conformation, and the one of RTG (red), which is in the CTD straight
one.

the transmembrane domain but closer to the outer part of the cell can be found. For

example, the amino acids near the S1-S2, S3-S4, S5-pore helix or pore helix-S6 linkers.

These two features could indicate that RIL causes the information to flow following

paths involving the cytosolic domain, in particular hA, and minimizing the contribu-

tions from amino acids near the outer environment, but this effect is not statistically

significant.

In order to have a closer look at the amino acids belonging to the pocket and check

the robustness of the calculations, we separated the calculated CFB of each of the

three runs in the presence of RIL and compared it to the mean apo value. The S4S5a

helix is showed in Fig. (5.10, B: left), there it can be seen that, in general, the Ril

CFBs computed at each run are different. For the amino acids belonging to the CaM
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N-lobe, showed in Fig. (5.10, B: right), we obtained a similar result, the CFBs values

of different runs were generally different, in this case, it is interesting that almost all

amino acids that interact with RIL exhibit slightly higher CFB than the mean apo

runs, but again this is not statistically significant.

Figure 5.10: Resuls of the network analysis for the SK4 channel in the presence of riluzole.
A, CFB of the SK4 apo channel and in presence of RIL for the signal flowing from the CaM
C-lobe to the pore. B, insight of the CFBs in the part of the binding pocket belonging to
the channel (left), and to the CaM N-lobe (right); the CFB of each of the three RIL runs are
plotted separatedly and compared to the mean apo value. The contact probabilities of the
S4S5a residues with RIL is projected in the background with a color scale. A zero probability
is represented as pattern-filled surfaces with the same background used in previous figures to
label the domains.

5.5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, molecular dynamics simulations were carried out for the full channel

structures of KV 7.2 and SK4, in the presence and in the absence of some activators of

these channels; the goal was to see if it was possible to elucidate the atomistic mech-

anisms by wich they enhance the channels’ function. Considering the distances of the
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binding pockets to the pore, it is clear that the drugs must work allosterically. The

huge amount of information obtained from an MD simulation makes it almost impos-

sible to extract meaningful information on these mechanisms by mere visualization,

unless a more sophisticated method is used. One candidate methodology for describing

the pathways or signals and how these drugs affect them is network analysis, which

was reviewed and applied in this chapter. The CFB results obtained can be regarded

as the importance of a certain node given a defined pair of hubs that define the sources

and sinks of information flow. It has to be underlined that the CFB calculations take

into account all possible pathways connecting the sources and sinks and pour all this

information into one value per residue, which is a major reduction on the amount of

output data to be analyzed.

From the results obtained for the KV 7.2 channel in the absence of drugs, the com-

parison with the analogous channel KV 7.1 raised apparent differences between their

communication with CaM and in the importance of the pore helix. It is difficult,

however, to translate these CFB differences into measurable observables, but one pos-

sible explanation is that their experimental structures might be in slightly different

conformations.

Further comparisons of our CFB of the apo channels with those obtained in the

presence of drugs were carried out. In the case of ZTZ, the small conformational

changes in the VSD induced by the drug cause a higher CFB in Phe-248. Also, the

contact probabilities obtained suggest that the increment in CFB of this amino acid is

because it serves as a bridge connecting the VSD gating charges with S5’ (this is, the

S5 helix of the adjacent monomer). This could result in the enhancement of voltage

sensitivity caused by the drug, however, further experiments should be carried out to

confirm this hypothesis.

For the case of RTG, it was not possible to extract any information, since the dif-

ferences in the CFBs came from the different conformations of the starting structures.

Since the binding pocket of RTG involves the membrane, the effect of the drug could

have something to do with it, but it was not possible for us to extract any meaningful

information from the CFBs of the membrane, even though they are explicitly included

in the calculations.

In the case of riluzule, the small differences obtained were not statistically signif-

icant. However, as there were small increments in several channel residues, we came

up with the idea of computing the average RMSF of the amino acids of the pockets

and ended up with the characterization of the RIL pocket and its possible atomistic

mechanism, presented at the beginning of this chapter.
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To conclude, this technique can be useful to detect small conformational changes

or mechanisms from the simulations, but, in our case, the effects of the drugs were not

clear. Even though an all-atom model was used, it contains several approximations,

when comparing the simulations with and without the drug, we were only changing few

tens of atoms (one node) out of three hundred thousand (hundreds of nodes). Also,

maybe the simulated time scales are not enough for observing the conformational

changes caused by the drugs.
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Appendix A - Mathematical

derivations

A.1 Mutual Information

This section is dedicated to prove the following relation:

Mij(x, y) = Hi(x) +Hj(y)−Hij(x, y) (5.6)

In order to achieve that, we will make use of the definition of the joint probability

distribution of two dependent variables:

ρij(x, y) = ρi(x|y)ρj(y) (5.7)

This relation is quite intuitive, and means that the joint probability of two events (for

us that atom i has a fluctuation x and atom j has a fluctuation y), is the probability

of having the first event given that the second one has already happened, multiplied

by the probability of this second event. If the two events are independent, then

ρi(x|y) = ρi(x), as the probability of the first event is independent of the second one.

If we insert this relation in the definition of the mutual information (5.3) and separate

the logarithms:

Mij =

∫

ρij(x, y)[lnρi(x|y)− lnρi(x)]dxdy (5.8)

We can integrate the variable y in the second term, obtaining
∫

ρiln(ρi(x)) = Hi(x).

Inserting relation (5.7) in the first term:

∫

ρij(x, y)ln(ρi(x|y)) =
∫

ρj(y)ρi(x|y)ln(ρi(x|y))dxdy = −
∫

ρj(y)dyHi(x|y) (5.9)
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where
∫

ρj(y)dy = 1, as the probability is normalized. Therefore we have obtained

that:

Mij(x, y) = Hi(x)−Hi(x|y) (5.10)

In relation (5.4), it appears the joint entropy of the two variables, Hij(x, y), simi-

larly, we are going to relate this magnitude with the conditional and marginal entropies,

starting from the definition:

Hij(x, y) =

∫

ρij(x, y)ln(ρij(x, y))dxdy =

∫

ρij(x, y)ln(ρi(x|y)ρj(y))dxdy (5.11)

In the last equality we have used again relation (5.7), separating the product inside

the logarithm we have two terms ln((ρi(x|y)ρj(y)) = ln((ρi(x|y)) + ln(ρj(y)); where

in the second we can integrate the variable x to obtain Hj(y) and in the first one we

can use again (5.7):

∫

ρij(x, y)lnρi(x|y)dxdy =

∫

ρj(y)ρi(x|y)ln(ρi(x|y))dxdy = Hi(x|y) (5.12)

Therefore, we have obtained the following relation:

Hij(x, y) = Hj(y) +Hi(x|y) ⇒ Hi(x|y) = Hij(x, y)−Hj(y) (5.13)

Finally, if we substitute Hi(x|y) from Eq. (5.13) in Eq. (5.10), we finally obtain

that:

Mij(x, y) = Hi(x) +Hj(y)−Hij(x, y) (5.14)

A.2 Courrent flow betweenness centrality

Previously, we have already defined our network as a matrix that has the information

of the contacts and their mutual information, this will be the adjacency matrix of

our graph A. The requirements for A is that the graph must be connected and the

weights of the edges must be positive, this is our case as the mutual information and

the contact map are positive magnitudes. From A we can define the Laplacian of the

network:

L = D −A (5.15)
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Where D is the degree matrix, a diagonal matrix formed by summing the rows of

A. The Laplacian of the graph has the information of the degree of the nodes in the

diagonal. This tell us how well connected this vertex is, and also the connections that

makes with their respective weights.

As stated before, one of the characteristics of the network analysis is that we have

to define where the signal originates and where it ends before we start our calculations,

this will be done mathematically using a supply vector, b(v), which has value 1 if the

vertex v is a source, -1 if it is a sink and 0 otherwise.

To introduce the current flow of the graph we have to provide our edges with an

orientation, this is needed since, in the end, we want to account for the directionality

of signals or perturbations within our network. One orientated edge will be denoted

as ~e, with coordinates ~e = (u, v), which mean that the edge ~e connects nodes u and

v, its direction is set arbitrarily. The set of all oriented edges is called ~E. The pre-

vious definition of the supply vector together with our adjagency matrix univocally

determines the current flow of the graph x(~e). The current flow takes as input one

orientated edge and gives a positive value if the current goes in the direction of ~e and

negative if it goes against it, the value of x(~e) will have the information that describes

how the signal is transmitted throughout our graph. This approach is based on elec-

tric circuits, the adjacency matrix has the information of the values of the electrical

conductances connecting points in the circuit and the supply vector tells us where

the current starts and ends, therefore it is clear that once we have our circuit defined

with the electrical resistances and the electrical source (and sink) the electrical current

that flows through the circuit is known, for us the current has the information of how

easily a signal is transmitted in our protein, according to the properties that we have

projected in our adjacency matrix.

The current flow is conserved throughout our graph aside from the sources or sinks

and there is not any external current entering the circuit aside from the one defined

in the supply vector, therefore Kirchhoff’s laws will be followed, these are that the

sum of the current of orientated nodes forming a cycle is zero and that the sum of the

currents that flow into one node and the ones that flows out of that node is defined

by the supply vector, mathematically:

∑

(v,w)∈~E

x(v, w)−
∑

(u,v)∈~E

x(u, v) = b(v) (5.16)
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where the pairs (v, w) and (u, v) are the coordinates of oriented edges belonging ~E,

with b(v) = 0 for vertices not defined as sources or sinks. Continuing with the electrical

jargon, we will use Ohm’s law to define the potential difference of a vertex:

p̂(~e) =
x(~e)

c(e)
(5.17)

where c(e) are the weights of the edges 6 that appear in the adjacency matrix (and

therefore in the Laplacian). We can come back to the non-directional point of view

to define the absolute potentials, p(v), a vector that gathers the potential differences

of the nodes up to a common constant, with this definition we are projecting the di-

rectional information provided by the current flow in the absolute potentials, and we

are not loosing any information since the current will flow from the higher potential

values to the lower ones.

The potentials are very useful as they have the same information of the current

flow, furthermore they connect the Laplacian to the supply vector:

Lp = b (5.18)

To prove this relation, we will start with the left part of the equation, doing matrix

product of the first row of the Laplacian with the potentials, which has the information

of the first node:

N
∑

i=2

c(1, i)p(1)− c(1, 2)p(2)− ...− c(1, N)p(N) (5.19)

We recall that the sum is the degree of the node, which is the diagonal of the Laplacian,

expanding the sum and grouping:

c(1, 2)[p(1)− p(2)] + c(1, 3)[p(1)− p(3)] + ...+ c(1, N)[p(1)− p(N)] (5.20)

where the potential difference p(1)− p(2) is the previously called p̂(~e) = p̂(1, 2), using

Ohm’s law Eq. (5.20) results in the sum of all currents passing through node the

first node7, and applying Kirchhoff’s law of currents we get the supply vector at this

6note that in the definition of the edge weights c(e), e is also defined by two coordinates but it is
not oriented and it does not have the vector sign, as this quantities do not have directionality.

7With the notation followed, all currents have positive sign but the value can be negative as it
depends on the value of the difference p(1)− p(2).
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node, so equation (5.18) holds, before multiplying on the left by the inverse of the

Laplacian to separate the potentials, we have to make a small comment about it,

it is not possible as the laplatian of the graph will not have inverse; looking at the

definition, the vector V = (1 1...1)⊤ is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 0, this means

that this set of equations:

p = L−1b (5.21)

will have infinite solutions, up to a constant, one approach is exploiting the fact that

the laplatian accepts Moore–Penrose generalized inverse [123], but a simpler method

consists in setting the potential of the first sink to zero, turning it into our potential

reference, which is fine because we only care about potential differences. Mathemati-

cally this is done by defining a reduced Laplacian L̃, a matrix defined by setting the

row and column of that node to zero, for example if that node is the first one we would

get:

p =

(

0 0T

0 L̃−1

)

· b (5.22)

Once we have the potentials the current flow betweeness of node i, τi, will be easily

computed, as it is defined as the sum of all currents passing through i:

τi =
1

2|S0|
∑

s,v

|xs(i, v)| (5.23)

Where S0 is the number of sources, the sum is done for all sources defined in our

signal s and for all nodes v that are connected with the target node i. We have to

take into account that each source will define a different supply vector bs(i) which will

be also translated into a different current flow xs(~e). The definition of the betweeness

centrality can also be expressed in terms of the potentials as well using Ohm’s law:

τi =
1

2|S0|
∑

s,j

|pi(s)− pj(s)|Aij (5.24)

which will be the equation used in practice, since the potentials can easily be com-

puted from the Laplatian using Eq. (5.20), the notation pi(s) describes the potential

of vertex i when the potentials are computed from the source s.
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Appendix B - List of

Abbreviations

Frequently used abbreviations

CaM Calmodulin

CaMBD Calmodulin Binding Domain

MD Molecular Dynamics

RMSD Root Mean Square Deviation

RMSF Root Mean Square Fluctuation

WT Wild Type

Chapter 1: Introduction

CaM Calmodulin

C terminus Carboxyl terminus

Cryo-EM Cryo Electron Microscopy

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid

MD Molecular Dynamics

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

N terminus amino terminus
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RNA ribonucleic acid

RMSD Root Mean Square Deviation

RMSF Root Mean Square Fluctuation

Chapter 2

CaM Calmodulin

CaMBD Calmodulin Binding Domain

CRD Calcium Responsive Domain

CTD Carboxyl Terminal Domain

C lobe Carboxyl lobe of calmodulin (last in order by sequence)

FRET Förster Resonance Energy Transfer

MD Molecular Dynamics

N conformation Native conformation of the wild type, looking at

the angle of the tryptophan with the rest of the helix A of KCNQ2

N lobe Amino lobe of calmodulin (first in order by sequence)

Tilted Tilted conformation of the wild type, looking at the angle

of the tryptophan with the rest of the helix A of KCNQ2

VSD Voltage Sensor Domain

W344R-N Native like conformation of the W344R mutation, look-

ing at the angle of the arginine with the rest of the helix A of KCNQ2

W344R-T Tilted like conformation of the W344R mutation, look-

ing at the angle of the arginine with the rest of the helix A of KCNQ2

WHAM Weighted Histogram Analysis Method

WT Wild Type
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Chapter 3

CaM Calmodulin

CaMBD Calmodulin Binding Domain

CaM C lobe Carboxyl lobe of calmodulin (first in order by se-

quence)

CRD Calcium Responsive Domain

MD Molecular Dynamics

REST2 Replica Exchange with Solute Scaling

SASA Solvent Accessible Surface Area

ViSD Voltage inSensitive Domain

Chapter 4

CRD Calcium Responsive Domain

Chapter 5

CaM C lobe Carboxyl lobe of calmodulin (last in order by se-

quence)

CaM N lobe Amino lobe of calmodulin (first in order by sequence)

CFB Current Flow Betweenness centrality

CRD Calcium Responsive Domain

CTD Carboxyl Terminal Domain

RTG Retigabine

RMSD Root Mean Square Deviation

RMSF Root Mean Square Fluctuation

ZTZ ZTZ240
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information guide

CH.2 - Rosetta calculations - 344 mutants

Rosetta calculations of the binding energy of several variants of the Kv7.2 channel,

these calculations were performed with the package called flexddG [55] of the rosetta

software (https://www.rosettacommons.org/), more info also in the tutorial of the

package [124].

We have all calculations separated in folders named after the mutation under study,

these are W344E, W344F, W344G, W344Q and W344R.

All folders containing the outputs have the same architecture, which will be de-

scribed now:

inputs/6FEG/: Inputs needed by rosetta

→ ’6FEG.pdb’: input structure for the protocol, from [41].

→ ’chains to move.txt’: chain moved.

→ ’mutation.resfile’: definition of the analyzed mutation.

rosetta scripts/: Code of the protocol with its options.

→ ’flexddG.wt.xml’: main code for flexddG protocol.

→ ’flexddG.options’: parser options needed for rosetta command.

output/6FEG/01/: output of the first simulation, up to output/6FEG/50/,

output data bases or structures are not provided due to storage limitation.
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→ ’rosetta.out’: main output file, the scores obtained for the structures are

appended to this file.

analysis output/: output in spreadsheet format.

→ ’-results.csv’: ∆∆G and score terms of the backrub steps.

→ ’-struct scores results.csv’: same as results.csv but with different order

./: parent folder of the simulation with extra files.

→ ’run.py’: python script that performs the whole simulation, its output is

the final ∆∆G

→ ’extract structures.py’: reads output databases and extract structures in

pdb format

→ ’analyze flex ddG.py’: reads the output and writes the previously com-

mented spreadsheet output files

CH.2 - Simulations of CaM C lobe and helix hA of

Kv7.2 channel

Molecular dynamics simulations of CaM C lobe bounded to helix hA were performed

to understand the energetic interactions that would arise from the binding of the Na-

tive (W344R-N) and Tilted (W344R-N) configurations, each situation was simulated

following the same workflow and can be respectively found in the folders: Mut-n, Mut-

t and WT

./ : parent folder of the simulation with coordinate (.pdb) and topology files (.psf)

with the most probable configuration of the run.

step1 eminth nvt/: Minimization and NVT thermalization

→ ’eqMT01.conf’: first half of the first step of thermalization.

→ ’eqMT02.conf’: second half of the first step of thermalization.

→ ’eqMT02.restart.coor’: final coordinates of the first step of thermalization.

step2 th npt/: NPT thermalization

→ ’eqMT03.conf’: first half of the second step of thermalization.
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→ ’eqMT04.conf’: second half of the second step of thermalization.

→ ’eqMT04.restart.coor’: final coordinates of the second step of thermaliza-

tion.

step3 prod/: Production

→ ’md.conf’: input run for the production run.

→ ’md.restart.coor’: binary file with the end of the run.

→ ’angles.png’: time series of the angle of the run, angle definition can be

found on the main text, chapter 3, Fig. 3.3.

→ ’rmsf.png’: root mean square fluctuation of each amino acid on the se-

quence.

→ ’rms.png’: total root mean square deviation of the sequence.

CH.2 - Simulations of Kv7.2 CRD

Molecular dynamics simulations of helices hA, TW, and hB were performed for three

different configurations, wild type, introducing the mutation W344R and WT but

starting from a tilted conformation; each situation was simulated following the same

workflow and can be respectively found in the folders: MUT WT WT tilted

./ : parent folder of the simulation with coordinate (.pdb) and topology files (.psf).

step1 min nvt: Minimization of the input structure followed by a NVT thermal-

ization.

→ ’emint1 hAB mut.conf’: input file for the minimization and first step of

thermalization.

→ ’emint1 hAB mut.restart.coor’: binary file with the coordinates at the end

of the first thermalization step.

step2 npt: NPT thermalization.

→ ’th2 hAB mut NPT.conf’: input files of the second step of thermalization.

→ ’th2 hAB mut NPT.restart.coor’: binary file with the coordinates at the

end of the second thermalization step.
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step3 prod: Production. This last step was repeated three times to obtain three

different replicas, each of 100 ns of duration.

→ ’hAB mut long run.conf’: input run for the production run.

→ replica 1: results of the first production replica.

⋆ ’angles.png’: time series of the angle of the run, angle definition can be

found on the main text, chapter 3, Fig. 3.3.

⋆ ’rmsf.png’: root mean square fluctuation of each amino acid on the

sequence.

⋆ ’rms.png’: total root mean square deviation of the sequence.

⋆ ’hAB mut long run.restart.coor’: binary file with the coordinates at

the end of the production.

→ replica 2: results of the second production replica, same as replica 1.

→ replica 3: results of the third production replica, same as replica 1.

CH.2 - Rosetta calculations of double mutants

Supporting information of the calculations of the binding energy of several variants of

the KV 7.2 channel, these calculations were performed with the package called flexddG

[55] of the rosetta software (https://www.rosettacommons.org/), more info also in

the tutorial of the package [124].

We have all calculations separated in folders named after the mutation under study,

since all calculations have the mutation W344R, suffix MUT is added: Q341A-MUT,

Q341C-MUT, Q341D-MUT, Q341F-MUT, Q341H-MUT, Q341K-MUT, Q341M-MUT,

Q341C-MUT, Q341E-MUT, Q341G-MUT, Q341N-MUT, Q341I-MUT and Q341L-

MUT.

All folders containing the outputs have the same architecture, which will be described

now:

inputs/6FEG/: Inputs needed by rosetta

→ ’6FEG.pdb’: input structure for the protocol, from [41].

→ ’chains to move.txt’: chain moved.

→ ’mutation.resfile’: definition of the analyzed mutation.

rosetta scripts/: Code of the protocol with its options.
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→ ’flexddG.wt.xml’: main code for flexddG protocol.

→ ’flexddG.options’: parser options needed for rosetta command.

output/6FEG/01/: output of the first simulation, up to output/6FEG/50/,

output data bases or structures are not provided due to storage limitation.

→ ’rosetta.out’: main output file, the scores obtained for the structures are

appended to this file.

analysis output/: output in spreadsheet format.

→ ’-results.csv’: ∆∆G and score terms of the backrub steps.

→ ’-struct scores results.csv’: same as results.csv but with different order

./: parent folder of the simulation with extra files.

→ ’run.py’: python script that performs the whole simulation, its output is

the final ∆∆G

→ ’extract structures.py’: reads output databases and extract structures in

pdb format

→ ’analyze flex ddG.py’: reads the output and writes the previously com-

mented spreadsheet output files

CH.2 - Simulations of double mutants

Molecular dynamics simulations of helices hA, TW, and hB were performed for several

double mutant sequences, each situation was simulated following the same workflow

and can be respectively found in the folders:

Q341A-W344R double mutant, Q341L-W344R double mutant,

Q341P-W344R double mutant, Q341C-W344R double mutant,

Q341M-W344R double mutant, Q341V-W344R double mutant,

Q341I-W344R double mutant, Q341N-W344R double mutant andW344R single mutant.

The folders contain the same information for each simulation, which is the follow-

ing:

./ : parent folder of the simulation with coordinate (.pdb) and topology files (.psf).

step1 min nvt: Minimization and NVT thermalization.
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→ ’emint1 341 mut NVT base.conf’: input file for the minimization and first

step of thermalization.

step2 npt: NPT thermalization.

→ ’emint1 341 mut NPT base.conf’: input files for the second step of ther-

malization.

step3 prod: Production, this last step was repeated three times to obtain three

different replicas that make up to ∼ 450ns of production time.

→ ’hAB mut long run.conf’: input run for the production run.

→ replica 1: results of the first production replica.

⋆ ’angles.png’: time series of the angle of the run, angle definition can be

found on the main text, chapter 3, Fig. 3.3.

⋆ ’rmsf.png’: root mean square fluctuation of each amino acid on the

sequence.

⋆ ’rms.png’: total root mean square deviation of the sequence.

→ replica 2: results of the second production replica, same as replica 1.

→ replica 3: results of the third production replica, same as replica 1.

CH.3 - REST2 simulations

Replica exchange with solute scaling simulations were performed to observe the folding

of a small fragment of SK2, under different conditions:

Immersed in water alone.

In presence of CaM C-lobe starting from the “one turn” configuration.

In presence of CaM C-lobe starting from the “two turns” configuration.

In presence of CaM C-lobe starting from the “one turn” configuration with the Trp

outward.

In presence of CaM C-lobe starting from the “two turns” configuration with the

Trp inward.

And also some IQ motifs were simulated immersed in water.

All these simulations contains the same supplementary information:

Min/ : Minimization.

→ ’min.mdp’: input parameters for the minimization.
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→ ’min.gro’: output structure of the minimization.

NVT/ : Then NVT equilibration.

→ ’nvt.mdp’: input parameters for the NVT equilibration.

→ ’nvt.gro’: output structure of the NVT equilibration

→ ’processed.top’: processed topology for equilibration, atom names of atoms

comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed script.

NPT/ : NPT equilibration.

→ ’npt.mdp’: input parameters for the NPT equilibration.

→ ’npt.gro’: output structure of the NPT equilibration

→ ’processed.top’: processed topology for equilibration, atom names of atoms

comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed script.

Prod/ : Production runs.

→ ’md.mdp’: input parameters for the production.

→ ’md.gro’: final snapshot of the production run.

→ ’processed.top’: processed topology for production, atom names of atoms

comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed script.

→ ’exch 0.png’: exchanges of the first replica, following its path along the

replicas through time.

→ ’exch all.png’: exchanges of all replicas through time.

→ ’exchange count.xvg’: number of exchanges between the replicas and its

probability.

./ : in the parent folder the script for making the different topologies is given,

named ”gentopHREX.sh”, it needs a running gromacs compilation patched with

plumed, effective temperature range can be selected in the script, it is run with

the command bash gentopHREX.sh and generates the scaled topologies in dif-

ferent folders R0...R✩{N} where N is the number of replicas minus one.
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CH.3 - Metadynamics simulations

Two see if there was a barrier separating the conformations of the angle formed by

the triptophan with CaM, well-tempered metadynamics simulations [84] were carried

out, there was no need for thermalize the systems, since the previously equilibrated

’one turn’ and ’two turns’ systems were used. Results for the ”One turn” and ”Two

turns” can be found in the folders OneTurn and TwoTurns, respectively, in both cases

the same information is given:

→ ’md.mdp’: input parameters for the molecular dynamics.

→ ’md.gro’: input coordinate file for the simulation.

→ ’topol.top’: compressed topology of the system.

→ ’metadynamics.png’: time series of the angles of the whole simulation and free

energy surfaces obtained for the last 200ns.

→ ’plumed.dat’: input parameters for the metadynamics, in which the collective

variable, parameters for the added Gaussian functions and the funnel potential

are defined.

CH.4 - REST2 simulations in aqueous solution

To observe the impact of the W344R mutation on the folding of a small fragment of

the KCNQ2 channel when immersed in water, we performed replica exchange with

solute scaling (REST2) simulations, separated in two folders: WT and W344R. Inside

of each folder some input and output files of the whole protocol can be found:

Min/ : Each replica was energy-minimized.

→ ’min.mdp’: input parameters for the minimization.

→ ’min.gro’: output structure of the minimization.

NVT/ : Then each replica was equilibrated at NVT ensemble.

→ ’nvt.mdp’: input parameters for the NVT equilibration.

→ ’nvt.gro’: output structure of the NVT equilibration

→ ’processed.top’: processed topology for equilibration, atom names of atoms

comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed script.
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NPT/ : Then each replica was equilibrated at NPT ensemble.

→ ’npt.mdp’: input parameters for the NPT equilibration.

→ ’npt.gro’: output structure of the NPT equilibration

→ ’processed.top’: processed topology for equilibration, atom names of atoms

comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed script.

Prod/ : Production runs.

→ ’md.mdp’: input parameters for the production.

→ ’md.gro’: final snapshot of the production run.

→ ’processed.top’: processed topology for production, atom names of atoms

comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed script.

→ ’exch 0.png’: exchanges of the first replica, following its path along the

replicas through time.

→ ’exch all.png’: exchanges of all replicas through time.

→ ’exchange count.xvg’: number of exchanges between the replicas and its

probability.

./ : in the parent folder the script for making the different topologies is given,

named ”gentopHREX.sh”, it needs a running gromacs compilation patched with

plumed, effective temperature range can be selected in the script, it is run with

the command bash gentopHREX.sh and generates the scaled topologies in dif-

ferent folders R0...R✩{N} where N is the number of replicas minus one.

CH.4 - REST2 cotranslational simulations

To observe the cotranslational folding of the small fragment of the KCNQ2 channel,

replica exchange with solute scaling (REST2) simulations were performed. Wild type

and mutation W344R were simulated following the same workflow and can be respec-

tively found in the folders: WT and W344R. Inside of each folder some input and

output files of the whole protocol can be found:

Min/ : → ’min.mdp’: input parameters for the minimization.

→ ’min.gro’: output structure of the minimization.

→ ’topol min.top’: topology used for minimization (without position restraints.
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therm/ : → ’nvt.mdp’: input parameters for the NVT equilibration.

→ ’nvt.gro’: output structure of the NVT equilibration

→ ’npt.mdp’: input parameters for the NPT equilibration.

→ ’npt.gro’: output structure of the NPT equilibration

→ ’topol therm.top’: processed topology for equilibration.

→ ’rms.png’: RMSD of nascent chain and ribosome during equilibration steps.

Prod/ : Production runs.

→ ’prod.mdp’: input parameters for the production.

→ ’processed prod.top’: processed topology for production, atom names of

atoms comprising hot subsystem have attached for scaling with plumed

script.

→ replica1: results of the first production replica.

⋆ ’exch 0.png’: exchanges of the first replica, following its path along the

replicas through time.

⋆ ’exch all.png’: exchanges of all replicas through time.

⋆ ’exch count.xvg’: statistics of the exchanges.

⋆ ’rms.png’: total root mean square deviation of the sequence.

⋆ ’rmsf.png’: total root mean square deviation of the sequence.

→ replica2: results of the second production replica.

→ replica3: results of the third production replica.

CH.5 - Full channel simulations

Molecular dynamics simulation of the whole channel structures of Kv7.2 and SK4 were

performed, in the presence and in the absence of some drugs, whose supplementary

information is stored in: Kv7.2 Apo, Kv7.2 Retigabine, Kv7.2 Ztz240, SK4 APO and

SK4 Riluzole.

In the case of the SK4 Riluzole folder, also docking parameters are provided in

the file docking parameters.pdf. Aside of that, each folder contains the following

information:

./ : Parent folder.
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→ ’topol.top’: GROMACS topology file.

→ ’docking parameters.pdf’: parameters of the docking calculations to place riluzole

in its binding pocket, in the case of SK4 Riluzole folder.

toppar/ : topology and parameter files that are required by the topology file.

Therm/ : 6 steps of NPT thermalization, with constraints applied to the mem-

brane and protein, these constraints are gradually decreased in each step.

→ ’step6.0 minimization.mdp’: input parameters for the minimization.

→ ’step6.1 equilibration.mdp’... ’step6.6 equilibration.mdp’: input parameter

files for the equilibration steps.

→ ’step6.6 equilibration.gro’: final structure after thermalization, will be the

input for production.

→ ’rms therm.png’: root mean square deviation of the protein atoms during

the last step of thermalization.

prod/ : 500 ns long production runs at NPT ensemble.

→ ’step7 production.mdp’: input parameters for the production runs.

→ ’replica1/’: output of the first production replica

⋆ ’✩{NAME}-1.gro.xtc’: final coordinates of the run, in binary gromacs

.xtc file

⋆ ’rmsd-✩{NAME}-1.png’: root mean square of the protein atoms, sepa-

rated into calmoduline, transmembrane domain and calmodulin bind-

ing domains.

⋆ ’rmsf✩{NAME}-1.png’: root mean square fluctuations of the amino

acids of the sequence of the channel.

→ ’replica2/’: output of the second production replica, same content as

replica1.

→ ’replica3/’: output of the third production replica, same content as replica1.
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